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Art & Sustainability in Fife
Welcome to ‘The Kingdom of If’ education pack.
It was produced by Fife Contemporary to accompany
their exhibition of the same name which was created
to tour in Fife Council’s Mobile Museum, MAC, in
2012. The exhibition was curated by artist Jonathan
Baxter.
The theme of the exhibition is art & sustainability in
Fife, as seen through the eyes of 6 artists. The pack
broadens the theme slightly, giving information and
suggested activities which should increase the
participant’s understanding of what sustainability is.
Because of the obvious links to the Eco-Schools’
programme (https://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.
org/education-and-learning/eco-schools/), each
activity also has a list of relevant topics which could
be explored as a result of undertaking the activity.
Similarly, relevant Curriculum for Excellence
experiences and outcomes are also noted beside
each activity.
The content of the pack is largely still the same as it
was in 2012, with web links updated. Topics like
carbon emissions and targets for reaching Net Zero
by 2045, and food poverty, have changed the environemental landscape from even just 10 years
ago. This is not covered specifically by the pack, but
would be a worthwhile subject to explore in depth.
For further information about Fife Contemporary,
please visit its website, www.fcac.co.uk.

- Litter & Waste
- Climate Action
- use to highlight any of the topics

Expressive Arts (Art & Design)

1a Make sustainability bunting Make sustainability bunting
Art & Design EXA 0-02a
I have the freedom to discover and
choose ways to create images and objects
using a variety of materials
Art & Design EXA 1-02a
I have the opportunity to choose &
explore a range of media & technologies
to create images and objects, discovering
their effects and suitability for specific
tasks.
Art & Design EXA 2-02a
I have the opportunity to choose and
explore an extended range of media and
technologies to create images and
objects, comparing and combining them
for specific tasks.
Art & Design EXA 0-06a
Working on my own and with others, I
use my curiosity and imagination to solve
design problems.
Art & Design EXA 1-06a
I can use exploration and imagination to
solve design problems related to real-life
situations.

Bunting can be made out of a variety of recycled materials
and with a little imagination, turned into a successful means
of getting over sustainability messages as well as being
decorative. Use it to decorate the classroom and if you’re
having an event at the school to highlight sustainability, it
could be used for that too. Different lengths of bunting could
be used to highlight different aspects of sustainability.
Decide whether to use fabric (old clothes, bedding etc) or
carrier bags to make your bunting. The easiest way is just to
cut triangular shapes from old plastic bags, decorate them
with appropriate words or pictures, then staple them to a
length of string. A more complex bag version is to use a warm
iron (and sheets of greaseproof paper between the bags
you’re ironing, the iron itself, and the table or ironing board!),
and stick a couple of bags together by genty heating them.
You can put things (eg sequins) between the layers to add
extra texture, and then decorate the outsides with symbols,
images, words and phrases exploring what sustainability
means.
To use fabric, if possible cut out the triangles using pinking
shears as this will minimise fraying edges. To create a more
robust triangle, 2 could be joined together, either by a simple
running stitch or fabric glue/staples - it depends on the age
and skill of the pupils. Similarly, decoration could be added
using stitching or just painting or glueing on.
Have a look at the ‘how to make bunting’ pages in the
resource section for full details

Aims

Art & Design EXA 2-06a
I can develop and communicate my ideas,
demonstrating imagination and
presenting at least one possible solution
to a design problem.

To explore different sustainability themes while making
decorative bunting.

Social Studies SOC 1-08a
I can consider ways of looking after my
school or community and can encourage
others to care for their environment.

Information on Jonathan Baxter/Sarah Gittins
How to make bunting - template and instructions
Suggested sustainability ‘messages’

Objective

To help pupils understand some of the key points about
sustainabilty while doing a creative project.

Resources in the pack

Resources from you

Carrier bags or fabric; length of string, old shoelaces, bits of
ribbons etc to tie bunting together with
Any decoration required - eco-sequins, pens, paint, glue etc
Iron & table, plus greaseproof paper, if bags are being stuck

Time scale

1-2 hours + depending on how much bunting is required;
once the triangles are made, time is needed to attach it all
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- Litter & Waste
- Climate Action
- use to highlight any of the topics

1b Make a rag rug
Art & Design EXA 0-02a
I have the freedom to discover and
choose ways to create images and objects
using a variety of materials
Art & Design EXA 1-02a
I have the opportunity to choose &
explore a range of media & technologies
to create images and objects, discovering their effects and suitability for specific
tasks.
Art & Design EXA 2-02a
I have the opportunity to choose and
explore an extended range of media and
technologies to create images and
objects, comparing and combining them
for specific tasks.

Expressive Arts (Art & Design)
Make a rag rug

In the past, rag rugs were a useful way of using up old clothes
and bedding which could no longer be used for their original
purpose. Particularly in rural areas, it was important to get
maximum use out of everything in the home and women
became very skilled at creating different patterns of rug
depending on the kinds of fabrics they had available.
There’s a whole host of different techniques for making rag
rugs - from plaiting material together, to crocheting it, or
hooking it through a backing fabric. For this project, we’ve
concentrated on plaiting and hooking.
A rag rug can be made quite simply by plaiting together strips
of carrier bags, then winding them round to create a mat.
Extra bags can be ironed onto their underside (protecting the
iron and ironing board/table with greaseproof paper as in the
bunting project) to give them a sturdier backing.

To make an actual ‘rag’ rug, discarded fabric needs to be
collected (old clothing or bedding is ideal) and cut into strips
the same size (about 8cm long x 2.5cm wide). Using a piece
of hessian as the backing and a ‘rag rugger’ (a tool to help
Art & Design EXA 0-06a
push/pull the fabric through the hessian), you can give rags
Working on my own and with others, I
use my curiosity and imagination to solve a new life! Strips of carrier bags could also be used instead
of cloth, although they may be quite slippery to work with
design problems.
and may need knotting in place. If making a full-size floor rug
seems too ambitious, just cut down the project to size Art & Design EXA 1-06a
I can use exploration and imagination to literally. Smaller mats can be made.
solve design problems related to real-life
Aims
situations.
To show pupils how discarded items can still be put to a good
use with a little effort.
Art & Design EXA 2-06a
I can develop and communicate my ideas, Objective
To create some kind of mat or rug using a rag rug technique.
demonstrating imagination and
presenting at least one possible solution Resources in the pack
to a design problem.
Information on Jonathan Baxter/Sarah Gittins
Information on the history of rag rugs
How to make a plaited rag rug
How to make a ‘shaggy’ rag rug

Resources from you

Materials - either carrier bags (plus greaseproof paper & iron)
or scraps of fabric, scissors, hessian, rag rugger tools or even
narrow nosed pliers

Time scale

A plaited rag could be made in two 2 hour sessions if done as
a group project; longer would be needed for the one using
hessian and tools, and it would probably work best if done for
a short while over several days as it is quite repetitive work!
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- Litter & Waste
- Climate Action

Expressive Arts (Art & Design)

1c Make ‘plarn’ & knit a
‘trashion’ item

Make ‘plarn’ & knit a ‘trashion’ item

demonstrating imagination and
presenting at least one possible solution
to a design problem.

Aims

‘Plarn’ is simply ‘plastic bags’ yarn’ and ‘trashion’ is a
humorous term coined to describe a clothing item made from
recycled materials.

Art & Design EXA 0-02a
I have the freedom to discover and choose
ways to create images and objects using a Follow the instructions on how to make a ball of plarn and try
variety of materials
some simple knitting with it. Skinny scarves are popular
accessories at the moment - without too much knitting!
Art & Design EXA 1-02a
See the How to do simple knitting sheet. Depending on how
I have the opportunity to choose &
you put together your ball of plarn, you could have a
explore a range of media & technologies randomly patterned scarf, or if you’ve managed to keep
to create images and objects, discoversimilarly coloured bags together, you may have more control
ing their effects and suitability for specific over the actual design of the scarf.
tasks.
If you have spare plarn left over, you could make a couple of
Art & Design EXA 2-02a
pompoms for the ends of the scarf. The easiest method is to
I have the opportunity to choose and
make a couple of cardboard discs (eg CD size on the outside
explore an extended range of media and with a smaller sized hole on the inside - polo mint shape).
technologies to create images and
Hold them together and wind the plarn round and round
objects, comparing and combining them them, through the centre hold and round the outside - go
for specific tasks.
round 2-3 times at least. When you’ve done enough, cut off
the plarn and loop the end into what you’ve wound round to
Art & Design EXA 0-06a
keep it in place.
Working on my own and with others, I
use my curiosity and imagination to solve With a sharp pair of scissors, snip into the outer edge of the
‘plarned’ disks until you locate your cardboard pieces. The
design problems.
idea then is to snip around the entire edge, between the 2
Art & Design EXA 1-06a
disks of cardboard. When you’ve gone all the way round,
I can use exploration and imagination to take a length of plarn and tie it tightly between the 2 disks to
solve design problems related to real-life pull the pompom together (you should see it tighten). When
situations.
you’re satisfied that it’s tight enough, remove the cardboard
disks. Neaten up any strands that are too long and then tie
Art & Design EXA 2-06a
I can develop and communicate my ideas, your pompom to one of the scarf’s knitted ends.
To make a useable material from a plastic bag and transform
it using some basic knitting techniques.

Objective
Technology TCH 1-10a
I can recognise a variety of materials and To learn how to create a wearable garment from very little with a bit of effort!
suggest an appropriate material for a
specific use.
Resources in the pack
How to make plarn
Technology TCH 2-10a
How to do simple knitting
I can recognise basic properties and uses
for a variety of materials and can discuss Resources from you
which ones are most suitable for a given Plastic bags, knitting pins (and cardboard, pen, scissors and
disk templates for pompoms)
task.
Time scale

1 hour to make plarn, 1 hour to learn to knit, 2 hours to finish
scarf, 1 hour to make pompoms - approx (depends on pupils)
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- Litter & Waste
- School Grounds
- Biodiversity

2 Make sculpture from found
objects

Expressive Arts (Art & Design)
Make sculpture from found objects

‘Found objects’ are usually taken to mean items that have had
a previous life - and often been discarded. The final sculpture
may have some connection to the purpose of its ‘found’
components, but just as often has none, and either can work.

Art & Design EXA 0-02a
I have the freedom to discover and
choose ways to create images and objects
Pupils could work in groups to create a sculpture. First
using a variety of materials
useable found objects need to be collected - take the pupils
Art & Design EXA 1-02a
for a walk in the local area to pick things. Each group could
I have the opportunity to choose &
think about a theme they’d like to tackle - hedgerows, the
explore a range of media & technologies beach (if the school is near a beach), playing fields, the park
to create images and objects, discover- and see what material is available. When gathering natural
ing their effects and suitability for specific materials, this will depend partly on the time of year. Care
tasks.
also needs to be taken that nothing poisonous is picked
eg foxgloves.
Art & Design EXA 0-04a/1-04a
A good idea would be to ask each group to talk about or write
I can create a range of visual information
down their main idea before going outside, so that they are
through observing and recording from my
quite focused in what they’re looking for.
experiences across the curriculum.
Children could also be asked to bring in some cardboard or
plastic items that are to be recycled from home to add to
Social Studies SOC 1-07a
their ‘rambled’ ones. Once together, the groups need to
I can describe and recreate the
characteristics of my local environment by decide what kind of structure they want to build: will it be
exploring the features of the landscape. towering (and may therefore need glueing), or will pieces be
laid together and intertwined? If art materials are available,
disparate objects can be unified by being painted the same
Social Studies SOC 1-08a
colour, or given a sort of distressed metalwork finish. A thin
I can consider ways of looking after my
school or community and can encourage coat of plaster could be put over the structure and further
objects stuck to it to add decorative features and texture to
others to care for their environment.
its surface.

Aims

To show pupils how to turn pieces of throwaway materials
(including twigs and sticks etc from nature) into sculptural
forms and to think about how to combine different materials
into a single form.

Objective

To create a sculptures from found objects which are
interesting to make and look at.

Resources in the pack
Information on Joanna Foster

Resources from you

Pieces of paper/pencils for writing down initial ideas
Groups of found objects, some brought from home by
pupils; basic art materials for sticking components together as
required, and for surface decoration

Time scale

1 hour to come up with idea & for a ramble, 1 hour to make
the structure, 1 hour to finish/decorate the sculpture approx
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- Transport
- Biodiversity
- School Grounds

3a Make maps of local walks

Art & Design EXA 0-04a/1-04a
I can create a range of visual information
through observing and recording from my
experiences across the curriculum.

Expressive Arts (Art & Design)
Make maps of local walks

With modern technology, an appreciation of maps may seem
old-fashioned and a waste of time, but in fact maps can tell
us much more about the landscape around us than just road
signs or sat navs! If you understand the symbols used to
describe landscape you can appreciate what is in an area
without even seeing it.

Art & Design EXA 0-06a
Working on my own and with others, I
Start by getting the class to look at a map of their local area
use my curiosity and imagination to solve and explain briefly how to read it - what do the various
design problems.
symbols mean? What are the different road markings? How
can you work out distances?
Art & Design EXA 1-06a
I can use exploration and imagination to To make a basic map of a local walk, choose a small area close
solve design problems related to real-life to the school (or even the school grounds themselves). Pupils
could work in small groups and see if they notice the same
situations.
features as their friends. They also need to get familiar with
the features of their area in detail and so should walk it at
Art & Design EXA 2-06a
least once, armed with a notebook and pencil, to draw and
I can develop and communicate my ideas,
write down what they notice. If you’d like them to understand
demonstrating imagination and presentscale, they can measure their route roughly by counting footing at least one possible solution to a
steps between fixed points (eg the school building, the bike
design problem.
racks, a fence, trees etc). If you know what the size of the
average footstep is, you can then calculate the approximate
Social Studies SOC 1-07a
distance.
I can describe and recreate the
Some time also needs to be taken for them to create symbols
characteristics of my local environment
to denote the selected features for each map. This will make
by exploring the features of the
the map personal to the group who created it. Standardise
landscape.
the size by giving everyone an A4 sheet as their basic
template and get them to draw a rough version first. After
Mathematics MTH 1-17a
I can describe, follow and record routes discussion with their group, a good copy could then be made.
and journeys using signs, words and
Aims
angles associated with direction and
To learn more about a local area through understanding its
turning.
topography better and being able to translate successfully
what is seen in the landscape onto paper.

Objective

To draw a basic map from scratch after walking a short, local
route.

Resources in the pack

Information about Joanna Foster
Information about Ae Phor
How to draw a simple map

Resources from you

Paper, pencils, ruler, tape measure

Time scale

30 mins to discuss maps, 1 hour to work out route, 30 mins to
draw rough plan/symbols, 30 mins to draw good copy
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Expressive Arts (Art & Design)

- Biodiversity
- School Grounds

3b Make a field guide
illustration

Make a field guide illustration

Field guides are illustrated books aimed at helping readers identify
wildlife or natural objects like rocks when they are ‘in the field’, ie out
Art & Design EXA 0-04a/1-04a
in the wild. The point of them is not just to have a book of attractive
I can create a range of visual information images of birds or butterflies, trees or wild flowers, but to show them
through observing and recording from my clearly enough so that it’s easier to tell similar examples apart. As a
experiences across the curriculum.
result, many field guide images appear quite static and very detailed.
If extra clarification is required, some also include images of specific
Art & Design EXA 2-04a
details, eg a bird’s wing or its beak. You may also get different stages
Through observing and recording from my of development depicted - from juvenile patterning to adult, as well as
experiences across the curriculum, I can any male/female differences. Finally, good field guides include
create images and objects which show my information on habitat - where you might see a particular creature or
awareness and recognition of detail.
plant; on any song or habits it has; plus any other pieces of
information that aid identification.

Science SCN 0-01a
The first thing to do is to get pupils to really study their chosen
I have observed living things in the
creature or object. They need to observe it fully in order to know what
environment over time and am becoming
small differences can occur in different examples of the same species.
aware of how they depend on each other.
Science SCN 2-01a
I can identify and classify examples of
living things, past and present, to help
me appreciate their diversity. I can relate
physical and behavioural characteristics to
their survival or extinction.

Drawing from nature may be difficult if pupils want to draw a lively
bird, but they could photograph it if a digital camera was available, and
then using a computer to view the image, draw it carefully on paper.
Having a close look in a hedgerow beside the school may reveal some
interesting insect life that may stay still for long enough to be drawn
where they are. Also, a wild flower or tree would be suitable for a field
guide. If pupils are able to visit a nearby beach and look in rock pools,
they may find quite a wide selection of marine flora and flora - any of
which could be successfully drawn.
Many field guides include several variations of the same kind of bird,
insect, or plant on the same page in order to enable comparisons to be
made and help identification. Some also include simple maps to show
how widespread (or rare) the animal or plant is. A few details like its
correct name and approximate size are also given.

Aims

To understand what makes a good field guide illustration and carefully
observe something in the wild in order to be able to draw it later.

Objective

To create a drawing in the style of a field guide.

Resources in the pack

Information about Edward Summerton
Examples of a field guide / What might you find in typical Fife gardens
& hedgerows? / What might you find on a typical Fife coastline? /
Fascinating folklore about our native trees

Resources from you

Digital camera & pc if available; pencils, paper, coloured pencils

Time scale

1 hour for pupils to study their subject matter, 1.5 hours for creating a
full page illustration
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- Litter and Waste
- Global Citizenship

3c Make a notebook or mini
journal

Expressive Arts (Art & Design)
Make a notebook or mini journal

Writing down thoughts and findings about nature is not a new
thing. In fact, many important studies of our universe started
Art & Design EXA 0-02a
just that way, with close and repeated observation, followed
I have the freedom to discover and
by writing it down. Some early naturalists jotted down very
choose ways to create images and objects specifc things about the nature in their home environment
using a variety of materials
- changes in weather, when migratory birds arrived and left
each year, when early butterflies were first spotted etc.
Art & Design EXA 1-02a
Others kept detailed notes about what they saw on their
I have the opportunity to choose &
travels and compared differences. These small details might
explore a range of media & technologies
seem insignificant on their own, but they create an important
to create images and objects, discoversnapshot of the state of a particular feature of nature at that
ing their effects and suitability for specific
time.
tasks.
Art & Design EXA 2-02a
I have the opportunity to choose and
explore an extended range of media and
technologies to create images and
objects, comparing and combining them
for specific tasks.
Social Studies SOC 0-08a
I explore and appreciate the wonder of
nature within different environments and
have played a part in caring for the environment.

Anyone can keep a nature journal - the more you start
observing the natural world around you, the more you notice.
Pupils can make a simple notebook using a few sheets of
paper and part of an old cereal box. The cover can be
decorated to personalise it - think of what it’s going to be
used for and take that as a theme. For example, if you’re
going to record the insects you see every day, draw them or
collage them onto the cover.
Some people keep these nature journals or diaries for most of
their life, but even if pupils do it for just a week or a month,
they will learn something from it, and probably be better
informed about their natural environment than they were at
the start. After a given timescale, pupils could have a share
& discuss session where they talk about the different things
they’ve found out and learn what their colleagues have done.

Social Studies SOC 1-07a
I can describe and recreate the
characteristics of my local environment by Aims
exploring the features of the landscape. To observe nature in some way and write it down in a handmade notebook, so that it can be thought about later.

Objective

To make a notebook which can be used for writing down
notes about the natural environment.

Resources in the pack

How to make simple book forms 1 & 2

Resources from you

Paper (several sheets per pupil), old cereal boxes for card,
glue, material for decoration (paint, felt pens, collage bits &
pieces etc)

Time scale

1-1.5 hours to make a basic notebook; set a time limit on
their initial use of it (eg 1 or 2 weeks), then spend a further
hour discussing in the class what everyone’s findings have
been
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Cross-curricular links
How well do you know your local, natural
environment?

- Biodiversity
- School Grounds
- Global Citizenship
- Energy

Science: Biodiversity & Interdependence
SCN 0-01a; Science SCN 2-02a

- Do a short, local walk (even just around the school grounds)
and write/draw about it. What do you see? Can you identify
the plants, trees, birds and wildlife you see and hear? Use
different methods to explore this including IT.

Music: EXA 0-18a; EXA 1-18a; EXA 2-18a

- Find songs or poetry relating to birdsong.

Social Studies: People, Place &
Environment SOC 1-07a

- Do you know any local names for birds? Think about how
these names might’ve come about - do they relate to the
appearance of the bird or its song or behaviour?

Writing: Enjoyment & Choice
LIT 1-20a; LIT 2-20a

- Create a bird feeding station and monitor who visits it, OR
create a simple weather station and monitor what the
weather does.
- Why do some creatures have stripes and bright colours?
Explore different ways that some mini beasts survive using
field guides and the internet - some caterpillars eat
poisonous plants because it makes them indigestible to birds;
some stripey wasps aren’t - they’re actually flies
mimicking the banding on wasps as it makes them less
desirable to predators; ladybirds are bright red as a warning
to would-be predators that they won’t taste nice, and
similarly, the bright orangey red colouring of funghi like
Flyagaric is there for a purpose, not just because it’s an
eye-catching colour: it tells potential eaters that it’s likely to
be dangerous (and it certainly is!).

- Biodiversity
- Global Citizenship

Storytelling

Listening & talking: Finding & using
information LIT 0-04a; LIT 1-04a; LIT 2-04a
- Litter and Waste
- Food and the Environment
- Global Citizenship

Technological developments in society
TCH 0-06a; TCH 1-06a; TCH 2-06a

- Much of Fife is surrounded by maritime coast. Tell stories
that relate to the sea/seashore/sea lore (eg selkies/seal
people) and link it to why marine life is important too.

Why recycling matters

- Discuss what we recycle in our homes nowadays and why.
Examine what happens to items we recycle - where does it all
go? Have you heard of the Circular Economy (https://ostrero.
com/)?

Materials: Properties & Use of Substances - Consider how people’s attitudes to waste/litter/recycling etc
SCN 1-15a
has changed over time - think about how important it was
during WWII (‘make do and mend’, rationing etc).
- Discuss how products we buy in shops are packaged. Take
an example and see if you can think of how it could be
packaged in a more environmentally friendly way.
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Cross-curricular links
- Litter and Waste
- Global Citizenship
- Energy
- Health & Wellbeing
- Food & the Environment

Health & Wellbeing HWB 1-35a, 2-35a
Technological Developments in Society &
Business TCH 0-07a, 1-07a, 2-07a
Information Handling MNU 1-20b
Mathematics MTH 1-21a
People in Society, Economy &
Business SOC 1-17a
Social Wellbeing HWB 0-91, 1-09a, 2-09a

Calculations!

- Think about where your food comes from by writing a
simple list of what you’ve eaten, even just for just a day, and
then working out where everything was grown or made.
- Compare 2 similar baskets of shopping - one choosing
products from far-away, and one that follows the ideas behind
the Fife Diet (ie buying the majority of what you eat from Fife
growers and buying seasonal produce).
- What is seasonal produce?
- Discuss what Fair Trade is and also whether we damage
developing countries’ trade by shopping locally more. How
important is it that we in the West support the trade of
poorer countries?
- Work out your global footprint; what is carbon off-setting?

- Health & Wellbeing
- Food & the Environment
- Global Citizenship

Food & Health: Nutrition HWB 1-30a
Health & Wellbeing HWB 1-35a, 2-35a

Science: Biodiversity & Interdepence
SCN 1-02a; SCN 2-02a

- Biodiversity
- Global Citizenship

Social Studies
Science: Biodiversity & Interdependence
SCN 2-01a, SCN 2-02b

Food related ideas

- Grow something easy to eat, eg salad plants. If you have a
small greenhouse or even a warm, sunny window-sill within
the classroom, it’s easy to grow a crop of mixed salad leaves
within a few weeks. The process teaches pupils how plants
grow from seeds and how, with a little care and attention,
they can grow nourishing food themselves.
- Where does everything fit on a food chain? We’re all part of
it, either as a producer or consumer. Give pupils a
selection of different living things and ask them to construct a
food chain round them, eg green leaf, caterpillar, aphid,
rabbit, fox etc. SEE http://www.rspb.org.uk/youth/makeanddo/activities/foodchainmobile.aspx for how to make a mobile.
- Life-cycles - many creatures have interesting life-cycles that
take them through different stages. Each stage looks different
from the earlier one and the whole process is circular. Ask
pupils to research the metamorphosis of a butterfly or moth
- using field guides will give clues, as will research on the
internet.

Research the ecology of wildflowers

Why are wild flowers so important in our ecology? Why do
they benefit wildlife and therefore us?
Research this link - think about the survival of bees,
butterflies and other insects; the variety of flowers a healthy
meadow can support; the quality of air and soil around a
meadow, and finally why it helps us.

Resources in the pack

Factsheet about wildflower meadows
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Resources
Background to the exhibition

Above - MAC in its Fife Council garage
Below - artist Sarah Gittins installs the
‘unsustainability bunting’ inside MAC

The Kingdom of If ... draws attention to Fife and its vision
to be a sustainable community. The exhibition includes work
by 8 artists and addresses the challenge of environmental
sustainability from a variety of perspectives: sombre, playful,
practical, and poetic. What the artworks share is a stress
on creativity and the role played by imagination in seeing and
living the world afresh: as more complex, interdependent,
diverse, and contradictory than we often realise.
Hence the title of this exhibition, The Kingdom of If ..., which
begins to tell a story about Fife as it transitions towards a
sustainable community. Rather than providing answers, the
exhibition raises indirect questions. It leads us to ask: what
would Fife feel, look, sound, smell, and taste like if Fife was a
sustainable community? And what could we do to create this
community?
By using art to open up these questions – questions that
relate to food ecology, transport systems, consumer culture,
waste disposal, and habitat loss etc - the exhibition highlights
the importance of paying attention to our surrounding
environment and using our imagination to create a more
sustainable world. For while science and new technologies
have much to offer in raising awareness of, and fi nding
solutions to, practical environmental challenges, it is our
imagination that fuels this search and makes it personally
rewarding. Indeed, by starting from the here and now, and by
noticing and celebrating the world around us, we can all begin
to fi nd creative ways forward as we step into The Kingdom
of If ....
Jonathan Baxter, exhibition curator, July 2012
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List of sustainability terms
Biodiversity
Biodiversity is the degree of variation of life
forms within an entire planet and is a measure
of that planet’s health.
Biomass
Plant materials and animal waste used as fuel.

Fossil Fuels – Coal, Oil, Gas
Fossil fuels are natural substances made deep within the earth from
the remains of ancient plants and animals. Over time, heat and
pressure turned decomposing remains into fuels (coal, oil or gas),
which release energy when burned.

Fair Trade
Fair Trade is a partnership between producers (the people who
Carbon Footprint
A concept enabling the measurement of greenhouse grow and make the products we use every day) and consumers that ensures a fair deal for producers.
gases. The Carbon Trust defines carbon
footprint as follows:
GHGs - Green House Gases
“A ‘carbon footprint’ measures the total
These are gases in the atmosphere that absorb and emit radiation
greenhouse gas emissions caused directly and
and are a major contributor to climate change (eg CH4 – Methane,
indirectly by a person, organisation, event or
CO2 – Carbon Dioxide, N2O - Nitrous Oxide, and O3 – Ozone).
product.”
Global Warming
Carbon Offsetting
Global warming is usually used to mean climate changes that are
The concept of neutralising carbon emissions
caused by human activity.
by investing in an activity or project that will
HCFCs – Hydrochlorofluorocarbons
reduce carbon emissions elsewhere by at least
A group of chemicals that contain hydrogen, carbon, chlorine, and
the same quantity (eg tree planting).
fl uorine atoms. The damage they can do to the ozone layer is far
CFCs - Chlorofluorocarbons
less than CFCs, but HCFCs also possess a relatively high global
A group of chemicals that contains carbon,
warming potential.
chlorine, hydrogen and fl uorine. Many CFCs
HFCs – Hydrofluorocarbons
have been widely used in fridges / freezers,
A group of chemicals that contain hydrogen, carbon, and fl uorine.
aerosol sprays and glues. The manufacture of
Renewable energy
such compounds has been phased out because
Renewable energy is energy which comes from natural resources
they contribute to ozone depletion in the upper
such as sunlight, wind, rain, tides, and geothermal heat (produced
atmosphere.
by the internal heat of the earth), which are renewable (ie naturally
Climate Change
replenished).
Climate change is used to refer to changes
Sustainability / Sustainable Development
in the earth’s climate. Climate change can be
Development which takes into account social, economic and
caused by nature as well as by human activity,
environmental issues in balance, not one at the expense of another.
unlike global warming (see below).
Sustainable Food
Ecology
Food that is produced and sourced in a way which promotes a
The scientifi c study of the relations that living
better environment and healthy and prosperous communities.
organisms have with respect to each other and
their natural environment. The eco prefi x is
Transition and Transition Towns
often used to describe ecological or
The word ‘transition’ means ‘changing’. When it’s used to describe
environmental activities (eg Eco-Schools).
a town, it means that groups of people within the town are
trying to live in a more sustainable way, without relying so heavily
Ecolabel
on fossil fuels. There is now a worldwide network of
A mark that a product or organisation is
Transition Towns, including several in Fife.
entitled to bear, having demonstrated that
certain environmental criteria have been met,
eg FSC (see below).
FSC - Forest Stewardship Council
An ecolabel that certifi es that certain wood
and products made from wood are legally and
sustainably sourced (https://uk.fsc.org/).
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Aluminium cans recycling
https://thinkcans.net/ and
Ardross Farm Shop
https://www.ardrossfarm.co.uk/
Bumblebee Conservation Society
http://bumblebeeconservation.org/
Butterfly Conservation Society - http://
https://butterfly-conservation.org/
Ecology Centre
https://www.theecologycentre.org/
Education Scotland’s resource on climate
change
https://education.gov.scot/improvement/
learning-resources/weather-and-climatechange/
Ellen Macarthur Foundation
https://ellenmacarthurfoundation.org/

List of useful websites/organisations
Marine Conservation Society in Scotland
www.mcsuk.org/scotland/
Net Zero Nation https://www.netzeronation.scot/
Nourish Scotland https://www.nourishscotland.org/
Ostrero (about the Circular Economy) https://ostrero.com/
PeachyKeen https://peachykeen.co.uk/
Rag Bag (textile recycling) http://www.rag-bag.co.uk
Royal Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Birds
http://www.rspb.org.uk/
Scotland’s Youth Aid Agency https://www.sciaf.org.uk/
Scottish Biodiversity Forum
https://www.nature.scot/scotlands-biodiversity
Scottish Natural Heritage https://www.nature.scot/

Energy Saving Trust
http://www.energysavingtrust.org.uk

Scottish Wildlife Trust https://scottishwildlifetrust.org.uk/

Fair Trade http://www.fairtrade.org.uk

Sustainable Communities Initiatives
https://sci-scotland.org.uk/

Falkland Estate
https://falklandestate.co.uk/

Sustrans http://www.sustrans.org.uk

Food & Agricultural Organisation of the
UN (for statistics)
https://www.fao.org/home/en

Transform https://transform.scot/

Greener Kirkcaldy
http://www.greenerkirkcaldy.org.uk

Woodland Trust http://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk

Footprints East Neuk
https://www.footprinteastneuk.com/

Transition Scotland https://transitionscotland.weebly.com/

World Wildlife Fund https://www.wwf.org.uk/
Zero Waste Scotland https://www.zerowastescotland.org.uk/
ALSO look out for various websites listed throughout
the pack where relevant
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Resources
The Kingdom of If artists:
Ae Phor

a
ax
air
anon
aitch
audio
action
archive
alfresco
anecdote
absurdity
adventure
animation
arboretum
articulture
articulation
accessibility
administration
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The Kingdom of If artists:
Ae Phor
from A 2 A
‘from A 2 A’ is a series of 26 animated articulations – one
for each letter of the alphabet – exploring the topographical
diversity of Fife.
Each articulation was made on the ground using whatever
assortment of materials were available to hand within that
immediate area. These articulations were sited from Culross
in the west to Tentsmuir in the east and from Newburgh in
the north to places along the south coast from Aberdour to
Earlsferry.
An articulation can be imagined as a drawing that uses a
variety of materials and textures as the medium. It exists
for minutes only – long enough to be photographed. The
photographs were downloaded into an Apple Mac computer
then animated through a sequence of alterations drawn on a
graphics tablet. The series of animations travel from A to Z
and back to A in a cyclical and continuous motion echoing
the natural life force. The alphabetical sequence of animations
does not refl ect directly the sequence in which places were
visited. Many short journeys were made by bicycle and more
inaccessible sites reached on foot over the course of weeks
zig-zagging through Fife from February to June.
Each of the places visited can be found on an OS map of
Fife and they range in size from towns and villages to farms.
Mythical placenames which exist in the imagination only have
also been introduced. Their association with man’s concepts of
paradise imply that Fife too is a heaven on earth. A name from
the local telephone directory corresponding to each letter of
the alphabet is also given as part of the work to show that
there is a inextricable link between people and the land – its
history and culture. These names show that the population of
Fife is a multi-ethnic diversity. Each place also suggests a word
which is an integral part of the work and its meaning.
‘from A 2 A’ is a linear journey criss-crossing Fife. The journey
itself is a drawing made up of 26 separate drawings.
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Plastic bag rug

Unsustainable bunting

The Kingdom of If artists:
Jonathan Baxter & Sarah Gittins

The following are useful weblinks in terms of
Jonathan & Sarah’s work, and also for exploring
the exhibition’s themes generally For the table map:
Carbon calculator and resources about
emissions and offsetting etc:
SEE http://www.carbonify.com/
SEE https://www.keepscotlandbeautiful.org/
media/1568229/carbon-footprint-guidancenotes-and-help-sheets.pdf
Scottish government site about Climate
Change:
SEE https://www.gov.scot/policies/climatechange/
Maps and contemporary art:
SEE https://sarahtanguy.com/mappingmemory-and-motion-in-contemporary-art/
SEE https://www.moma.org/learn/moma_
learning/themes/maps-borders-and-networks/
For the bunting:
SEE https://www.nature.scot/
Sustainable development triangle:
SEE https://editors.eol.org/eoearth/wiki/Sustainable_development_triangle
General wildlife protection info:
SEE https://www.worldwildlife.org/initiatives/
wildlife-conservation

Jonathan Baxter and Sarah Gittins create artwork that
addresses questions of environmental sustainability. Their
work includes interactivity and often involves working with
other people to highlight shared concerns.
For The Kingdom of If ... Jonathan and Sarah have made a
1:50,000 scale map of Fife showing Fife’s roads. The map
raises awareness of carbon emissions and global warming. A
curvimeter (used for measuring distances) is included in the
map. Visitors are invited to measure the distance travelled by
MAC and to calculate MAC’s carbon emissions. These
emissions can be offset (but not removed) by planting fruit
trees in Fife. By offsetting these emissions MAC and its
visitors are encouraged to take personal responsibility for
their collective carbon footprint – both in terms of personal
travel and food imports into Fife.
The ‘unsustainable bunting’ is made from broken and
abandoned umbrellas. Most bunting is colourful but this
bunting is black. This symbolises the threat to environmental
sustainability from a model of economic development that
sees nature as a resource for human use only. The fabric has
been printed with images of 22 species at risk in Scotland. The
inverted triangle refers to the ‘sustainability triangle’
commonly used to balance economic, social and
environmental interests.
The plastic bag rug was made in collaboration with
community groups in Fife. It provided a context to talk about
sustainability and it references a 1955 LIFE magazine article
that celebrated the emergence of consumer culture with the
caption ‘Throwaway Living. Oh Joy, Oh Bliss!’ With hindsight
we recognise how unsustainable, and finally tragic, that
throwaway lifestyle is.
For the plastic bag rag rug: SEE https://plasticoceans.org/
SEE https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Pacific_garbage_
patch
SEE https://whalebags.com/
SEE https://www.sas.org.uk/ (Surfers Against Sewage)
Detailed info about what is happening in the pacific:
‘The trash vortex is an area the size of Texas in the North
Pacific in which an estimated six kilos of plastic for every kilo
of natural plankton, along with other slow degrading garbage,
swirls slowly around like a clock, choked with dead fish,
marine mammals, and birds who get snared. Some plastics in
the gyre will not break down in the lifetimes of the
grandchildren of the people who threw them away.’
SEE https://www.globalocean.org.uk/
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Plastic - Consumption Facts (2012)
• The global production of plastic is currently
just under 300 million tonnes. Nearly 50% of
this we use just once and then throw it away.
• An estimated 500 billion plastic bags are
used worldwide each year; that is more than
1million a minute.
• In the UK an estimated 17.5 billion plastic
bags are given away by supermarkets each
year.
• Each adult receives on average 290 plastic
bags a year.
• The average lifespan of a plastic bag is only
12 minutes.
• 88% of people use ‘free’ plastic bags given
to them in supermarkets, and on average
they take 3 or 4 shopping bags per trip.
• 71% of shoppers claim to have bought a
reusable bag but only 12% use them
regularly.
• Most families throw away about 40 kg of
plastic a year.
• In the last 10 years we have consumed as
much plastic as we did during the whole of
the last century.
Plastic - Environmental facts (2012)
• Only one in every 200 bags is recycled.
• Plastic bags can take up to 1000 years to
break down in a landfi ll.
• Plastic bags do not bio-degrade, they
photo-degrade, ie they break into smaller
and smaller pieces releasing toxic substances
into the soil and our oceans.
• Plastic bags are carried by the wind into
forests, ponds, rivers, lakes and seas.
• Millions of seabirds and and marine animals
die every year by becoming entangled or
ingesting plastic.
• Only 10% of the total waste we generate
is plastic, however plastic waste accounts for
80% of marine debris.
• Around 50% of the litter found on beaches
is plastic.

Some useful facts

Plastic - Manufacturing facts (2012 at time of exhibition)
• Plastic manufacturing uses 8% of the worlds annual oil
production as a raw material and during the manufacturing
process.
• There are 5 main groups of plastic materials. They all have a
‘life’ of hundreds of years.
• The chemicals used in plastic are known to cause cancer as
well as other major health problems.
• Scientists have proved that there is a link between plastic
products entering the food chain and the release of chemicals
that disrupt the endocrine system of humans.
• Plastics production involves the use of potentially harmful
chemicals which are added as stabilisers or colorants; many of
which have not undergone environmental risk assessment.
Above text from
https://whalebags.com/our-story/plastic-facts/
Saving Scotland’s Seals
An estimated 5,000 seals are being killed in Scotland alone
each year by salmon farming and angling interests. The Saving
Scotland’s Seals Campaign aims to create, effective
legislation to provide seals with full protection and to
encourage retailers to only stock ‘seal-friendly salmon’ by
insisting on formal contracts with their suppliers stating that
they will not shoot seals.
SEE http://www.sealaction.org/campaigns/scotland
Low carbon travel
Low carbon travel is do with thinking about how you travel
and trying to be more sustainable in the way you do it. It
can mean walking or cycling in place of using some form of
fuelled transport, or using public transport in place of private
cars, or using a privately owned car, but car-sharing. Jonathan
and Sarah’s table map in MAC is a way to get visitors to the
exhibition to think about the mileage covered by making even
fairly local journeys.
SEE
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/about-us/our-work-in-scotland/
https://www.sustrans.org.uk/for-professionals/education/
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Unsustainable Bunting List

22 species targeted for conservation action by
Nature Scot (https://www.nature.scot/)
Left - from back to front of the bus

Small cow-wheat

Hazel gloves fungus
Greenland white-fronted goose
Small cow-wheat
Capercaillie
Marsh fritillary butterfly
Freshwater pearl mussel
Great crested newt
Woolly willow
Slender scotch burnet moth
Water vole
Intermediate wintergreen
Right - from back to front of the bus

Great crested newt

Red squirrel
Vendace
Pine hoverfly
Black grouse
Scottish wildcat
Lesser butterfly orchid
Pearl-bordered fritillary butterfly
Great yellow bumblebee
European beaver
Bird’s nest stonewort
Sea Eagle

Water vole

Capercaillie
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Resources
The Kingdom of If artists:
Jonathan Baxter & Raz Ullah

Raz Ullah and Pete Kinnear

Walking with the Birdman is based on a walk to gather
audio recordings of birdsong with the birder Pete Kinnear, a
resident of Newport-on-Tay, Fife. Meeting at his home early
one morning in March 2012 and taking a walk to the Tayfi eld
Estate, Pete spoke about his passion for birds, their song and
what they can teach us about our changing environment. On
listening to the recordings, we realised that Pete’s own story,
and the musicality of his voice, was as beautiful as the
birdsongwe were listening to. Hence this simple audio-visual
portrait which includes images of Pete Kinnear and Raz Ullah,
along with samples of Pete’s voice and the birdsong we
recorded on our walk.
Also included in the exhibition is a looped sample of birdsong
from the Tayfi eld Estate. This was recorded early one
morning in late July 2012. It just goes to show how much
birdsong there is in Fife. It also reminds us of a poem by the
human ecologist Alastair McIntosh.
Extinction
Have you heard the cry of the curlew?
I tell you I would rather we lost
the entire contents
of every art gallery
in the whole world
than lose
forever
the cry of the curlew

SEE https://www.bl.uk/the-language-of-birds
UK based general education and audio samples
SEE http://www.math.stonybrook.edu/~tony/birds/links.html
Great for world-wide audio links
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The Kingdom of If artists:
Joanna Foster - 6 found object/poem
sculptures

The series of sculptures I have made combine found objects,
collected during walks following the Fife coastline, with
poetry and lyrics to explore and sustain connections to the
Fife coast.
A plastic boat beached on the sand, a toy seal learning to
swim, and a wooden fi sh for net mending are some of the
objects I found while walking. Each object seemed to contain
a story or signifi cance and I wanted to draw this out with a
poem or lyric that might spark further refl ection about the
coast.

Above - ‘Found Objects as Found Poem’ (detail)
Below - ‘Untitled’

I have worked with four poets, a songwriter and, to draw on
Fife’s rich fi shing history, an anonymous poem from the
Scottish Fisheries Museum archives. I wanted to include a
songwriter in this project, as I am interested in the oral
tradition of songs used to pass on connections between land
and community.
Together the found objects and poetry lead us on a journey
into a past fi shing community, possible previous uses for
these objects, family memories, coastal life, and ultimately
our own connections, refl ecting past and present and
questioning how we relate to the Fife coast today.
I have etched poems and lyrics on to mirror glass so the
viewer’s refl ection is present with the poem and found
object, sparking a conversation between all three. The
reflection in the mirror includes our own experience in the
possibilities the found objects and poems draw out. The
reflective surface of the mirror is water-like and also brings to
mind the silver scales of herring, a fi shing industry once
thriving on the Fife coast.
- ‘Fishwife’ anonymous poem. Sourced from poetry archives
at the Scottish Fisheries Museum, Anstruther, and reproduced
with permission from Aberdeen University.
- ‘Found Objects as Found Poem’ by Rapunzel Wizard
- ‘Untitled’ by Catriona Yule
- ‘Salt Window’ by Bernard Briggs
- ‘The Racket They Made’ by Jen Gordon
- ‘Roost’ by Andrew Greig
All poems reproduced with kind permission from the authors.
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Fishwife
We brak nae breid o’ idlecy
Doon by in Fittie Square;
A nicht oor men toll on the sea
An’ wives maun dee their share;
Sae fan the boats come laden in
I tak’ my fi sh tae toon,
An’ commin’ back wi’ empty creel
Tae bait the lines sit doon.
Anonymous

Poems/lyrics used by Joanna Foster
Found Objects as Found Poem
Sand dune, sand dune, marram grass, sand dune,
stormline debris, a mish-mash shipwreck
of bladderwrack, bubblewrap, polyprop, and bottle tops,
fishing net off-cuts, pebbles, and shells,
smelly whiff of jellyfish, not helped by rotting kelp,
mermaid’s purses, feathers, and tar,
then dry sand, dry sand with a pebble scattering,
dry sand, dry sand, verging on wet,
virgin wet sand dotted with shells,
and finally,
the blue fingered sea’s white nails,
that threw all this from out their grip,
curling up ready to cast some more.

‘Fishwife’ from ‘Glimmer of Cold Brine: A Scottish Sea
Anthology’, edited by Alistair Lawrie, Hellen Matthews
Rapunzel Wizard
and Douglas Ritchie, Aberdeen University Press, 1988.
The anonymous poem ‘Fishwife’ was sourced from poetry
Rapunzel Wizard is a performance poet based in North East Scotland and
archives at the Scottish Fisheries Museum, Anstruther.
has won ‘slam’ poetry contests across the UK. Performances include
Glastonbury Festival and Oxford Literary Festival.
Untitled
Spotty as the rock
Salt Window
the seal lollops on his front
catching the sun
glides in the ocean
a disc, passed a shine
Catriona Yule
normality etched
by sand and sea
The untitled seal poem by Catriona Yule was written
netted memories of
especially for this project. Catriona Yule is a Scottish poet,
a final family meal
playwright and founding member of Blue Salt poetry
steamed voices
collective. Her fi rst full length play, ‘Birdhouse’, won the
through a salt window
WAC New Playwriting Competition in 2009.
Bernard Briggs
Roost
‘Salt Window’ by Bernard Briggs was written especially for this project.
And after all, what is it for,
Bernard Briggs is a poet from Aberdeen whose fi rst publication ‘Love, Cry
the way a certain place comes home
and Wonder Why’ was nominated for the Costa Book Awards in 2008. His
to roost, at failing light,
latest poetry collection ‘A Hatching of Ghosts’ was published by Cauliay in
within your branching ribs?
2011.
Wings spread, then fold;
claws ratchet, eyes close.
The Racket They Made
Nothing stirs
Your words chased round and round in my head last night,
but that raptor which cries
they chased their own tails!
only when it’s hunting.
Your phrases jigged round my mind all night,
You jolt awake –
to look at me though, I’m quiet as sand.
claws stir, eyes open,
the wings of Fife spread wide.
As the tide shrinks back into its womb
Andrew Greig
I hope the empty shells and bones of your stories
will litter and clutter the shore
‘Roost’, one of ‘Five Fife Poems’ from ‘As Though We Were
and I hope that when I find them, I remember
Flying’ by Andrew Greig, published by Bloodaxe Books,
how they danced
2011. Andrew Greig grew up in Anstruther and is
and the racket they made
recognised as one of Scotland’s leading poets.
when they were alive.
Andrew Greig won the Saltire Scottish Book of the Year
Award in 2004 and was shortlisted for the Scottish Literary Jen Gordon
Prize in 2012.
Song lyrics‘The Racket They Made’ from the box set ‘An Old Wreck If Ever
I Saw One’ by HMS Ginafore, released by Fence Records 2008. Jen Gordon
is a singer and songwriter from the East Neuk of Fife who performs under
the name HMS Ginafore as part of the Fence Collective.
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The Kingdom of If artists:
Sean & Christine Kingsley
(Butter Wynd Pottery)

Sean digging clay at Pillars of Hercules,
near Falkland

Food and pots go together well. Food is cooked, stored and
served in clay dishes, plates, bowls, jugs and cups. We interact
closely with food and pots, but much of the food we eat and
the pots we use come from distant places, often via factory
style processes. In our project ‘Made From Fife’, we looked at
the connections between local food and local clay by
digging clay at different sites around Fife to see if plates and
cups could be made from the same soil that food is grown in.
We were successful and decorated the pots with clues and
stories about the food associated with the clay source.
History is useful in giving examples of traditional practices
which can be used for by the modern sustainability movement. Old country potters dug their clay locally and used
local materials for fi ring. They also sold their ware locally. In
some places, farmers and farm labourers were also seasonal
potters, providing more connections to pottery and food.

Sean with a successful plate mould

Christine drawing a QR code

Clay is dug and dried and wet down again
Creamy clay is sieved
Clay settles out and water taken off
Clay is dried until it is workable
Clay is thrown on the potter’s wheel
or
Clay is rolled out and flopped over a mould
Footring attached
Pot is allowed to dry to cheese hard
Pot is brushed with wet white clay called slip
Slip is scratched through to reveal the dark clay, with words,
drawings and QR codes
Pot is dried and fired once
Pot is glazed and fired again
SEE blog link http://madefromfife.blogspot.com/

The fi nished plates, all made with different Fife
clays
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The Kingdom of If artists:
Edward Summerton - The unusual nests
and eggs of a Gauldry garden

Several summers ago, Mr Fin Craigs of Gauldry in North East
Fife started hanging out his children’s smelly trainers in the
garden to ‘air’. As they lived in a small cottage, the whiff of
his four children’s trainers piled up in the hall would percolate
through all the rooms. As you can imagine Mr Craigs didn’t
like this smell in the house, but for some reason his children
and their friends didn’t seem to notice it.
One particularly damp (and smelly) summer, Mr Craigs forgot
to bring in a pair of the trainers and to his surprise when he
was gardening, found that a bird had made a nest in one of
the shoes, and had laid eggs! The family liked this and the
following spring they started placing their old trainers around
the garden in the bushes and trees, which soon attracted
more birds and nests. Over the next few years, blackbirds,
robins, chaffinches, sparrows, blue tits and greenfinches
made nests in the old trainers. ‘Do birds have a sense of
smell?’ he wondered.
On closer inspection of the nests when the birds had left, and
to the astonishment of Mr Craigs, he realised that the egg
patterns and colouring had adapted to their new
surroundings. The eggshell markings seemed to be
representing not only the new nesting locations but also the
logos of the trainers they were laid in. Mr Craigs invited
Edward Summerton, the artist and warden of the Strict
Nature Reserve, into the garden last year once the birds had
left, to document the nests with a series of small watercolour
studies and to collect any remaining eggs.
This collection of paintings and eggs, shown for the fi rst time
in The Kingdom of If highlights some of the extraordinary
ways that birds can adapt to (and enjoy) living around
humans. The next time you are out in the garden, or walking in the town, listen out for a bird song possibly mimicking
a mobile phone ring, a creaky gate, or even your granny’s
laugh!
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Bunting template
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How to make bunting from
used plastic bags

The easiest way to reuse plastic bags to
make bunting is to cut out lots of triangles
(use the template on the previous page),
decorate them with appropriate imagery
& text using marker pens or paint; then
attach them to a length of string by folding over the top centimetre and stapling it.
This kind of bunting won’t be very robust
and may not be useable more than once.

40cm free at each end for tying it up. If you want to make
very long bunting, just tie your ends
together and keep goinjg!
In May 2011, the Fairtrade Foundation hung the world’s
longest line of bunting, measuring 3.3 kilometres (2 miles)
around Battersea Park, London, using 12,500 individually
decorated bunting flags!
SEE http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_
embedded&v=jzlPjN97j1o for a YouTube film on making
plastic bag bunting using an iron.

For slightly stronger plastic bag bunting,
iron bags together to make a length of
plastic sheeting. Do this by cutting open a
bag. Lie it on top of a sheet of greaseproof
paper on an ironing board (or protected
table). Place a second opened bag on top
of the first one, and then a second sheet
of greaseproof paper on top of both bags.
The greaseproof paper is very important
as it’ll stop the plastic sticking to either the
iron or the table! If desired, bits of cutout paper, pictures or even sequins can be
placed between the 2 bags to add extra
decoration.
Gently iron over the greaseproof paper/
plastic bag sandwich (on a wool setting,
ie not too hot or the heat will cause the
lastic to shrivel). After a few ‘goes’ with
the iron, you should find that the heat has
stuck the 2 bags together.
Repeat the process until you have a
reasonable sized piece of plastic. Then cut
out bunting triangles using the template
from the sheet. At this point, the triangles
can be decorated with marker pens or
paint.
For maximum strength, take 2 triangles
and place them back to back. Fold their
tops down a couple of centimetres,
sandwiching the string between the folds,
and iron the triangles together at the same
time as ironing them onto the string. It’s
up to you how much space you leave
between the bunting, but leave approx
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How to make bunting from recycled fabric

Most pieces of old fabric can be cut up and used to make
bunting - old clothes, bedding, curtains, even nylon tents! If
the fabric is crumpled, iron it as it’s easier to work on when
relatively flat.
Use the triangle template and draw round it with a pen onto
the reverse of your fabric. Cut out the triangles - to minimise
fraying edges, try using pinking shears.
Each pupil could make at least 2 triangles which can then be
joined together to make a double-sided bunting flag. Decoration can be added to the flags at this point - cut out lettering
and attach using fabric glue, or if the pupils are able to sew,
stitch them onto the flags using a simple running stitch. Images can be painted onto the fabric using fabric paints or pens
(but these will then need time to dry before finishing).
To join the 2 triangles together, another simple running stitch
could be used around the 2 long sides (don’t bother with the
top as it’ll be folded down for attaching to the string); or ironon hemming tape could be used instead.
When the flags are finished, place them on the floor and lay
the a long length of tape or string on top. Try and make sure
the flags are evenly spaced. Fold over the top of each flag
over the string and pin it in place. A running stitch could then
be used to secure each flat (or stapes!).
Remember also to leave approx 40cm at each end of your
string of bunting for tying it up. If you make lots of lengths
of bunting, you can also just join it all up by tying the ends
together.
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Suggested sustainability messages to
incorporate into bunting

Think of simple shapes and words that get your messages
across clearly - you don’t have a lot of space on a bunting flag
afterall! Using well recognised symbols can be a shorthand
and more direct way of getting over a message, such as red
cross to denote ‘don’t do this’, or a green tick for ‘do this’. A
red heart is something positive - skull & crossbones isn’t!
Here are some ideas:

Keep Britain Tidy

- The basic Mobius Loop is a well recognised symbol for
recycling generally. You could add the ‘3Rs’ - Reduce, Reuse,
Recycle - is space allows. Colour it green adds an extra touch.
- Don’t throw litter - eg crisp bag on the ground with a red
cross through it, or the well known image that appears on
litterbins of a cartoony person putting litter in a bin (Keep
Scotland Tidy campaign).
- Or the Waste Aware Scotland campaign which combines
both the Mobius recycling loop with green and a short,
written message.
- Don’t waste water - eg dripping tap with a red cross through
it.
- Eat healthily - eg biting into an apple, or something that gets
over the message of eating 5 portions of fruit/vegetables a
day (eg a heart shape filled with different fruit/veg).
- Buy Scottish, or Eat Local - some sort of slogan that refers to
eating locally produced food where possible.
- I care about where I live - eg the name of a town or school
with a red heart around it.
- Or the bigger picture, I care about the earth - eg a globe of
the world with a heart around it.
- I love bugs - eg a beetle inside a red heart.
- Feed birds - eg drawing of bluetit eating peanuts from a bird
feeder.
All the above examples can be tied into the Eco-schools’
programme of 10 environmental topics. The bunting flags
could be decorated in different ways to get over one main
message that related to a topic currently under study, or a
broad variety could be done.
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Information on the history of rag rugs

In modern times, we’ve become very used to throwing out
‘old’ things and just replacing them. In the past, this was
often not possible. Items for the house were handmade - and
often home made, literally, and this included soft furnishings
like rugs. Any old clothes or bedding would be cut into strips
and ultimately turned into rugs or mats.
In Scotland, rag rugs made from scrap fabric were called
‘clootie rugs’ - or ‘proddie’ or ‘hookie’. Cloot referred to
the scraps of cloth used to make the rug, while prodded or
hooked rugs described the method manufacture. Old sacking
was used as a backing material and even fishing nets.

Taatit blanket, Lerwick, Shetland

Historically, rug-making was associated with the production of
coverlets, the first form known as ‘tatter weavings’.
Originally believed to be from Scandanavia, these ‘rya rugs’
gradually made their way to the Shetland Islands where they
were known as ‘taatit rugs’. By the late 18th century there
was a large carpet manufacturing industry in Britain and both
woven and knotted pile carpets were common in middle class
homes. Poorer homes would still tend to make their own,
sometimes using a frame (‘stent’), but the craft declined
during the cenury due partly to the move by population away
from rural areas towards urban centres.

Brass prodder

By the end of the 19th century methods and designs of the
past were revived for craft work and a Scottish Arts & Crafts
Movement evolved. In Edinburgh the Dovecot Studio was
established in 1912 to weave tapestries & rugs. During
periods of austerity, home crafts were repopularised during the 1920s and ‘30s and again in the 1940s as part of
the World War II ‘make do and mend’ philosophy. In the
1960s the artist Winifred Nicholson became interested in
‘hookie rugs’, designing some which were then made by
neighbours in Cumberland.

Emma Tennant, ‘Auriculas’

Luckenbooth, Flora McPherson

Design-wise, there are many motifs and styles used in
Scottish rug-making - a popular idea was to break up the rug’s
shape into a series of geometric patterns; randomly coloured
designs were also fairly easy to work with as it mattered less
what fabrics were available. George Bain, who revived the
use of Celtic patterns in the 1940s, simplified interlacing
designs for use in hand-knotted rugs and rag rugs.
Rag-rug making is now again a popular craft with many
practitioners coming from an art school background SEE
https://www.facebook.com/RugmakingwithCillaCameron/.
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How to make a plaited rag rug

To start off, you need to create lengths of ‘plarn’ (see later
project for instructions - instead of just balling the plarn, tie
the lengths together to make 3 strips approx 3 metres long
each. These will become your individual strands for plaiting.
It is a good idea to roll up each strip as it gets longer to stop it
tangling. You can unroll it as you plait.
Knot the ends of the 3 strands of plarn together. To get
started, ask a fellow pupil to hold the knotted end while
beginning the plaiting. Try to plait quite loosely as it’ll help
when making the rug shape - ultimately the plaits need to lie
side by side, not overlapped, and if you plait too tightly, it’ll
be difficult to keep the shape flat. When you reach a knot in
the plarn, try to coax it to the same side as any other knots
you’ve reached. That way, the knotty side can become the
reverse of the rug.
Once you’ve plaited approx 3 metres of plarn, knot the ends
together to secure them. You can then either coil your plaited
length of plarn, creating a circular mat, or join the plarn side
by side to create more of a square shape.
To help it keep its shape, cut the handles and bottoms of
some more plastic bags and flatten them out. Place them
on the underside of your rug and trim until the fit its shape
neatly. Put greaseproof paper on top of these bags and then
lightly iron this new layer onto the underside of the rug,
creating a bonded backing layer.
This kind of rug can also be made using plaited lengths of
fabric - the method is pretty much identical to the bags but
the rug needs to be stitched together to form either a coiled
or square/rectangular shape. Felt or hessian can be stitched
on as a backing material, useful particularly if the rug will get
some hard wear.
SEE http://www.mias-craft-ideas.com/braided-rag-rug.html
http://www.mias-craft-ideas.com/rag-rug-instructions.html
http://www.mias-craft-ideas.com/how-to-make-rag-rugs.html
OR
http://www.modabakeshop.com/2009/02/braided-rag-rug.
html
for instructions on how to make a plaited (‘braided’) rug.
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How to make a ‘shaggy’ rag rug
The rag rugger is used to pull short strips
of cloth (about 25 x 80mm) through
hessian backing material. There’’s no
need to knot the strips -as long as enough
pieces are used, the tighter the weave
becomes; this grips the cloth and keeps
them from coming out again.

First take up two or three strands of
hessian with the point of the rugger and
push it right through as far as it will go.
Open the rugger’s jaw and grab one corner
of the short strip of cloth.
Pull the strip until it’s halfway through,
with both ends sticking out of the
hessian, and let it go.

the same hole in the hessian, simply because this means
more slippery materials will slide against each other and they
may come out. As long as each hole only has one piece of
cloth in it you can make a rug from virtually any material,
including carrier bags.
Just continue to put more bits of cloth into the hessian until
it’s full. As it fills up you’ll feel it getting firmer.
You’ll notice straight away that the hessian, being loosely,
woven frays alarmingly on a cut edge. Obviously the rug will
have to be hemmed, but this isn’t a problem. Any method
that stops the fraying will do but the easy way is to turn a
hem in on top before you start. Allow about 50mm - fold the
edge flat and work right through both layers. This means you
won’t have to sew a single stitch and the edge will be extra
strong.
Tip: the corners will have four layers - the rugger will go
through no problem but it’ll much harder to turn it to come
out again so, just on the corners, push the point through from
top to bottom; grab a corner of the cloth and pull it through
just less than halfway; then go through again, a couple of
strands away and get the other end. This’ll take twice as long
but it keeps the job easy, and the rug will have really tough
corners.
SEE http://www.makings.co.uk/www.makings.co.uk/info.
php?p=2 for full details on how to make a shaggy rag rug.

The secret of rag rug making with hessian
is to make the weave, of the hessian, as
tight as you can. The way to do that is to
keep the pieces of cloth close together
so put the second short strip in, using
exactly the same technique, two to four
strands away from the first. It doesn’t
matter which direction you go in and you
still don’t need to be precise. It’s not a
good idea to put two pieces of cloth into
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How to make ‘plarn’
1) Gather your bags. You could do
keep all similar colours together, or
for a more random ball of plarn, mix
them up.
2) Start by cutting off the handles
and the bottom of the bag. The
result will be a nice smooth
rectangle, as the bottom gatherings
will have been removed.

3) Cut the bag into long strips. You
can do this two different ways. One
is to cut the bag in one continuous
spiral (ie just cut round and round
the bag in a long, 3-4cm strip) or
the other is to cut the bag in a zigzag pattern as in the picture below.
Then cut along the areas marked i
the picture with yellow lines to get
one long strip of plastic.

4) Wind your plarn into a ball. Start by winding an end around
4 fingers of your hand. Every time you wind it round, move
it slightly round your hand, so that you make an approximate
ball shape. It does need to be done quite tightly - too loose
and it’ll just fall apart, too tight and your hand will get stuck!
When you need make a join, just knot the two ends together
in a simple ‘granny’ knot. If your knot-ends are too long, trim
them with scissors rather than leave them flapping about
(don’t over trim though as you need the knot to hold).

5)Begin knitting!

The spiral method makes a more
uniform strip, whereas the zig-zag
cut makes the yarn more free-form
and lumpy.
To get a reasonable sized ball of
plarn, you’ll need to cut up quite a
few carrier bags. Do the cutting up
stage first before progressing to the
next.

Words of wisdom: this yarn is a bit unpredictable. When
casting on, it can be a bit stiff and doesn’t stretch and move
as easily in the process as real yarn. Be careful not to pull your
stitches and make them too big. Once you get going, it is
relatively easy to use, though. If you are a tight knitter, you
might want to use a bigger needle for your stitches as the
yarn is a bit hard to move on and off the needles. It can be
both slippery and un-slippery at the same time.

SEE http://craftingagreenworld.com/2008/06/19/yearn-worthy-yarn-plarn/
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How to do simple knitting

3

1

How to hold
yarn

Now, make a
slip loop and
put it on the
left hand
knitting pin.

Hold the needle with the cast on stitches in
the left hand and the other needle and the
yarn from the ball of wool in the right hand.
See how to hold yarn correctly above. Insert
the tip of the right hand needle through the
first stitch on the left hand needle from front
to back. Holding the yarn at the back of the
work, wind it under and over the point of the
right hand needle (STAGE 1).
Draw the loop through the stitch and keeping
it on the right hand needle slip the stitch on
the left hand needle off (STAGES 2 and 3).

2 Casting on with a needle & thumb

You need to have a very long length of yarn before
you make your slip loop as you use the end and
the wool from the ball with this method.

Continue in this way until all stitches have
been knitted and passed over to right hand
needle. Then put this needle back into the
left hand and keep repeating, row after row,
until the desired length has been reached.

Make a slip loop about 1 metre
from end of yarn and place on
needle. Hold needle in right
hand (STAGE 1).
Working with end of yarn in left
hand wrap thumb around yarn,
insert the tip of needle through
the loop made by thumb
(STAGE).

How to do the knit stitch

4

Wind yarn from ball of wool
around needle (STAGE 3).
Bring a loop through to the
front, placing loop on right hand
needle (STAGE 4).

Casting off

Knit two stitches, then
pass first stitch knitted
over second stitch and
off needle. Use the left
hand knitting pin to lift
the first stitch over the
second and off the pin.
Continue in this way
until only one stitch is
left on the right
knitting pin. Break yarn
and pass the end of
the yarn through
this last stitch and pull
tight.

Continue in this way until the required number
of stitches have been made. For a skinny scarf,
20 should be enough.
Now place knitting in left hand needle and
using the other needle and the yarn from the
ball, start to knit.

SEE https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p_R1UDsNOMk https://www.prima.co.uk/craft/knitting-patterns/a21151/howto-knit/
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How to make a simple map

After walking the chosen route to be mapped, ask children
to do a rough drawing on a sheet of A4 paper - the path
they walk should be clear and any notable features marked
down. Pupils should try and work out approximate distances
between any features. This could be done by counting the
number of steps between them, for example. If they can then
work out how long their ‘step’ is, they can calculate the rough
actual distances involved by multiplying the number of steps
between features by the length of their step. A tape measure
could be used for this.
If an Ordnance Survey map of the area is available, pupils
could use it and some tracing paper to trace their paths. The
plus side of this is that the map will be more accurate; the
downside is that needs less imagination to make!
Before starting on the good copy, pupils should also consider
what kind of symbols would be relevant - and understandable
- for anyone reading their map to use. On the left are some
of the standard ones found in Ordnance Survey maps, but as
these are personal maps, pupils can easily create their own.
These mini drawings need to be kept clear and simple - and
easy to draw more than once if needed!
After the practising is over, pupils should re-draw their map,
taking care to add the various symbols, road names, or
directions that make their map clear. They also need to add
a distance ‘legend’ at either the bottom or side of their map
which tells readers the scale. If they’ve used the measured
footstep method, their scale would be, for example,
1 footstep = 30cm = 1cm. In other words, if I measure the
number of centimetres between features on the map and
multiply them by 30, I should know the approximate
distances. To do this, a ruler or tape measure could be used.
SEE http://mapzone.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/mapzone/info.
html which aims to teach mapping skills to 7-17 year-olds in a
fun way and has downloadable info sheets on topics like using
a compass and grid references.
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Examples of a field guide

The two field guides below give clear illustrations of the
creatures, concentrating on their outline shape and body
patterns and shape, plus size. These are for quick
identifications and don’t go into detail about habitat etc.

The common grasses guide also gives a
series of different plants of similar type on
the same page, again to aid identification.
However, because these are all commonly
found in meadows, the chances are you’d
see several of them in the same place. It
therefore makes sense to include them on
the same page.
The example from a bird book is the
opposite. This page has concentrated a
double page spread on examples of the
thrush family. The illustrations show the
variations in patterning, colour and size
between different types and even includes
some of the leafy habitat you might see
them in. The page opposite not only gives
a brief description of each bird with its
common and Latin names, but also details
about their song. This is of particular note
for thrushes which are renowned for their
complex and beautiful singing. Included
is also a small map which shows where
they’re found (these thrush are American).

The field guide opposite is for Indo-Pacific corals. Rather than
give drawn illustrations of the examples, the book is full of
colour photographs of the corals as they are found
underwater. Again, their full names and brief descriptions are
given to aid identification.
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What might you find in typical Fife gardens &
hedgerows?

Left - Wren;
Above - Dunnock

Below are listed some of the more likely kinds of creatures
and plants you may find in Fife gardens & hedgerows. Some
appear around specific plants or times of year (eg butterflies,
moths and various insects), others are visible all year round
(eg most of the garden birds). It underlines how important a
diverse habitat is for the survival of a diverse wildlife.
Mammals: Hedgehog, Mouse, Rabbit, Squirrel, Vole

Above left - Whitetailed Bumblebee;
Above - Devil’s Coachhorse; Left - Green
Shieldbug

Birds: Blackbird, Dunnock (Hedge Sparrow), members of the
Finch family (eg Chaffinch, Gold Finch), Robin, Sparrow,
Starling, members of the Tit family (eg Blue, Coal, Great),
Thrush, Wood Pigeon, Wren

Insects including: Bees & Wasps (eg Buff-, Red-, or Whitetailed Bumblebees, Honeybees, Common Wasps); Beetles &
Top Left- Orange Tip
butterfly;
Bugs (Devil’s Coach-Horse, Earwig, Ground, Ladybird, ShieldBelow left - a
bug); Butteflies & Moths (eg Brimstone, Cabbage White,
hawthorn hedge
Holly Blue, Red Admiral, Orange Tip, Painted Lady, Peacock,
covered in the webs
Small Tortoiseshell; Garden Tiger moth, Hawkmoths, Orange
created by the
caterpillars of Spindle Underwing, Spindle Ermine Moth - eats Hawthorn leaves);
Ermine Moths
Caterpillars and other Larvae (eg) ; Flies & Crane Flies
Below - Spindle
Ermine Moth

Other Mini Beasts including: Slugs & Snails; Spiders (eg
Harvestman, Jumping, Wolf); Woodlice (NB these groups of
mini beasts are not insects)
Hedgerow plants: Beech & Copper Beech, Broom, Dog Rose,
Blackthorn (which produces flowers before leaves), Gorse,
Hawthorn (which produces flowers after leaves are out), Holly

Left - Ragged Robin;
Below - Red Campion

Wildflowers & Grasses & other plants: Bellflower, Bird’s Foot
Trefoil, Bluebell, Borage, Buttercup, Cow Parsley, Dandelion,
Dead Nettle, Forget Me Not, Geranium, Harebell, Herb
Robert, Purple Vetch, Primrose, Ragged Robin, Red Campion,
Sowthistle, Speedwell, Stinging Nettle, Thistle; Common
Meadow Grass, Goose Grass, Rough-Stalked Meadow Grass;
Trees: Alder, Ash, Beech & Copper Beech, Elder, Hazel, Oak,
Plane, Rowan, Scots Pine, Silver Birch, Sycamore, Wild Cherry

Above - Rowan with its
characteristic red
berries in late
summer; Right - Gorse
with its yellow flowers
which last for much of
the year

SEE www.rspb.org.uk (for info on birds & their environments);
www.bumblebeeconservation.org (for many ideas on how
to help bumblebees survive); www.butterfly-conservation.
org/ (working to help butterflies & moths in the UK); www.
plantlife.org.uk/ (all about wildflowers and plants across the
UK); www.scottishwildlifetrust.org.uk (lots of info on the wildlife of Scotland); www.woodlandtrust.org.uk (they have many
great ideas for getting children involved & teaching aids).
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What might you find on a typical Fife
coastline?

Coastlines are rich habitats for many sorts of life - far more
than just sea and sand - and have as diverse a selection of
creatures and plants to observe as inland areas. Different
areas of the beach support different kinds of life, from the
grassy dunes to rocky cliffs, stony or sandy beaches or
mudflats, as well as the sea itself.

Left - Redshank; Right - Lesser Black Backed Gull
Left - 6 Spot
Burnet Moth
feeding on
Ragwort flowers

Mammals: Seals (Common & Grey), Dolphin
Birds: Cormorant, Gannet, Gulls (including Herring & Black
Backed), Heron, Kestrel, Pippit, Skylark, Waders (including
Curlew, Oyster Catcher, Redshank, Sandpiper), Tern, Wagtail
Insects including: many of the same kind of creatures as
found inland. Also look out for Burnet Moths & their
caterpillars which feed on Ragwort, often found in dunes;
Sandflies are common on the beach itself

Right - Sandhoppers,
camouflaged by the
sand

Other Mini Beasts: similar spiders are found at the top of
the beach as are Sandhoppers which are often to be found
amongst the dead seaweed on the strand line
Wildflowers, Grasses & Other Plants: Gorse, Harebell,
Marram Grass, Ragwort, Sea Campion, Sea Rocket, Stonecrop,
Thrift (Seapink)
In and around Rockpools: Crustaceans (including Barnacle,
Crab, Shrimp); Molluscs (including Cockle, Limpet, Mussel,
Razorshell, Whelk, Winkle; other Invertebrates (including
Coral, Jellyfish, Sea Anemone, Sea Urchin, Starfish); Seaweeds
(including Bladder Wrack, Carrageen, Kelp, Sea Lettuce); Fish
(including Sand Goby (Blenny) and in late Spring/early
Summer, the babies of Flounder and Plaice - all of which are
well
camouflaged against the flecking patterns of the sand)

Above left - Marram Grass
which makes up much of
the dune system;
Above - Thrift or Sea Pink;
Left - Sea Campion

Above Left - Limpets
left clinging to a rock at
low tide; Above - Sand
Goby, a fish that blends
in well with the sand;
Left - Whelks & a red Sea
Anemone

SEE https://fifecoastandcountrysidetrust.co.uk/ who look
after much of Fife’s coastline;
http://www.mcsuk.org/scotland (marine conservation in
Scotland).
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Fascinating folklore about
our native trees
Alder: A green dye can be made from the
flowers and this was reputed to have been
used to colour Robin Hood’s clothing. The
bark can be used to make a brownish red
dye known as Aldine red.
It was thought that placing alder leaves
inside your shoes before the start of a long
journey would cool the feet and prevent
swelling.

Hazel trees were cultivated by the Romans and because they
were so plentiful in Scotland, they called the country by the
latinised name Caledonia, which comes from Cal-dun which
means ‘Hills of Hazel’.
In Scotland, an old custom of love divination still takes place
on Halloween. Two hazelnuts are placed on burning embers;
if they burn quietly, and remain side by side the two people
they represent are well-matched.

Hawthorn: The Hawthorn was thought to be the ancestor
of the maypole and was the source of May Day garlands. The
rhyme “here we go gathering nuts in May” referred to the
collection of knots (not in fact “nuts”) of may blossom.
The saying, “Ne’er cast a clout till May is out” is thought to
refer to the hawthorn blossom, not the month and was good
Blackthorn: The blackthorn has long been
advice that summer hadn’t really arrived until the blossom
considered a magical tree; in Celtic myth it
was a home to fairies. A blackthorn staff was was in flower.
The famous Glastonbury thorn is a type of hawthorn. This
thought to be effective for warding off evil
tree is said to be a descendant of that grown from the staff of
spirits.
Joseph of Arimathea (the owner of the tomb in which Jesus
Dog Rose: In the past it was believed that
Christ was laid).
fairies, by eating a rosehip and then turnHolly: Traditionally holly trees were believed to have the
ing anti-clockwise three times, could make
power to ward off evil, perhaps because of their long lasting
themselves disappear. To become visible
berries and evergreen leaves – this belief spared many trees
once more the fairies had to eat another
the woodman’s axe as it was thought to be unlucky to chop a
rosehip and turn clockwise three times.
holly tree down. Perhaps the fact that holly is thought to be
a favourite tree of the fairies in Ireland, where it is called the
Elder: In Denmark the tree was associated
‘gentle tree’ also made the woodman reconsider.
with magic; a dryad called the Elder-tree
mother was supposed to live in its branches.
If furniture was made from the wood, the
Elder-tree mother would follow and haunt
the owners. To avoid this she must be asked
before the wood is cut.
Hazel: The Celtic people believed that eating hazelnuts made you wise. They had an
ancient tale about nine hazel trees that
grew around a sacred pool. There were
some salmon living in the pool and they ate
the nuts that fell from the hazel tree and
absorbed the wisdom from the nuts. The
number of bright spots on the salmon’s skin
showed how many nuts they had eaten.
SEE www.woodlandtrust.org.uk for more
facts about trees - downloadable pdfs
available on their website

Oak: Folklore told that the following poem would predict the
weather for the summer.
If the oak before the ash,
Then we’ll only have a splash.
If the ash before the oak,
Then we’ll surely have a soak!
There is some evidence to show that Oak is now leafing
before Ash on a regular basis and this could be linked to
climate change.
Rowan: Like other red berried trees, rowan was said to
offer protection against evil spirits. This explains why rowan is
often found planted round Scottish houses, often by the door
to prevent evil spirits entering the house. Some trees in the
Highlands have even outlived old deserted crofts.
Magician’s staffs were also reputedly made from Rowan
because of its protective qualities for safe night journeys.
Silver Birch: The silver birch is known as the “Lady of the
woods”. It is thought to be constant and friendly – a tree of
enchantment.
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How to make simple book forms 1

Follow artist Rachel Hazell’s instructions and make a
simple book. You need 1 sheet of A4 paper
(210x297mm), a pair of scissors & your hands!

1

2

3

Open it up, turn it round, fold it in half
the other way too.

Fold the paper in half

5

4
(Folding the end in towards the centre)

7

6

The fold lines should divide your sheet
into 8 small sections

8

(it helps to rest the book on a table

Fold the sheet in half again and cut from
the centre of the fold line to the next line
only

9

Your sheet should look like the above and fold it in half again

10

Unfold the paper, then fold each end in
towards the centre line.

11
Fold round the pages and you’re
finished
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Gently push each side towards the
centre
To make a mini journal with a reasonable
number of pages, make several 3 or 4 of
these folded books, glueing their ends
together to create one larger journal. To
give it a stiffer outer cover, flatten the
journal & measure it, then cut a piece of
card from a cereal box to match its total
size. Fold this where the spine of the
book is, decorate the blank side, then
glue it carefully onto the end papers of
the book, printed side down. Leave to
dry properly, then use!

Resources
How to make simple book forms 2
Make a concertina or accordian style book (Japanese-style)
You need a strip of paper, or series of strips, usually of the same height,
which you fold in a zigzag manner. If you use more than one strip, use
paper glue to join the strips (see below for the ideal place to have the
joins).
Pip’s concertina by Ampersand Duck

Orihon
The orihon structure was developed during the Heian period (794–1185),
and was traditionally used for Buddhist sutras.
The basic orihon book consists simply of an accordion-folded sheet of
paper bound within soft or hard covers. The paper can be a single long
strip, or several smaller strips pasted together.

Accordion 2 by B Zedan using handmade paper

Journey Home I by Sally Wateraan, by Abecedarian
Gallery

If the flaps all fall at the same (usually fore-) edge, the book will have
greater thickness one side than the other; for this reason if there are to
be a great number of joins they are sometimes placed at the back- and
fore-edges alternately, even though the back-edge joins are more
visible than the fore-edge joins.

If an even number of pages is used, the book will have a definite 'front'
and 'back'; if an odd number of pages is used, the concepts of 'frontness'
and 'backness' may be less obvious. There doesn’t have to be endpapers;
the main pages may be attached to the covers by means of a narrow
tab which is overlaid with a single sheet of decorative paper; or an extra
page-pair of a decorative paper may be used.
SEE various online tutorials on YouTube if you get stuck!
Cindy’s postcards by Ampersand Duck
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Poetry and riddles relating to birds
Extinction by Alastair McIntosh
Have you heard the cry of the curlew?
I tell you I would rather we lost
the entire contents
of every art gallery
in the whole world
than lose
forever
the cry of the curlew

The Eagle by Alfred, Lord Tennyson
He clasps the crag with crooked hands;
Close to the sun in lonely lands;
Ringed with the azure world, he stands.
The wrinkled sea beneath him crawls;
He watches from his mountain walls,
And like a thunderbolt he falls.

The Robin and the Cows
by William Dean Howells
The robin sings in the Elm;
The cattle stand beneath,
Sedate and grave with great brown eyes,
And fragrant meadow-breath.
They listen to the flattered bird,
The wise-looking, stupid things!
And they never understand a word
Of all the robin sings.

Riddles
1 There’s a bird whose name tells if he flies
fast or slow (SWIFT)
2 And one who flies high, but is held by a
string (KITE)
3 Which one always stands in the corner at
chess? (ROOK)
4 There is one who built a church in
London (WREN)
5 Which one is too lazy to build her own
nest? (CUCKOO)

The Skylark by Christina Rossetti
The earth was green, the sky was blue:
I saw and heard one sunny morn
A skylark hang between thw two,
A singing speck above the corn;
A stage below, in gay accord,
White butterflies danced on the wing,
And still the singing skylark soared,
And silent sank, and soared to sing.
The cornfield stretched a tender green
To right and left beside my walks;
I knew he had a nest unseen
Somewhere among the million stalks.
And as I passed to hear his song,
While swift the sunny moments slid,
Perhaps his mate sat listening long,
And listened longer than I did.
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- Bittern		
		
		
- Bluetit		
		
		
		
		
		
		
- Blackbird
		
		
		
		
		
		
- Capercaillie
- Chaffinch
		
		
		
		
- Chiffchaff
- Chough
- Dipper		
- Dunlin		
- Dunnock
		
		
		
		
- Fulmar		
- Goldfinch
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
- Greenfinch
		
		
		
		
- Green
Woodpecker
- House Martin
- Jay		
- Magpie
- Puffin		
- Raven		

Butter Bump (Yorkshire)
Bull of the Mire
(Northumberland)
Ackymal & Tom Tit (Devon)
Blue Spick (North Devon)
Pickcheese (Norfolk)
Billy Biter (Shropshire & North
Riding)
Blue Cap & Blue Bonnet
(Scotland)
Zulus (Somerset)
Colley (Gloucestershire)
Merle (Ireland & Scotland)
Blackie (North Riding &
Scotland)
Black Uzzle (Craven)
(Ouzel - old name for Blackbird)
Cock of the Woods
Bluecap (Aberdeenshire)
Pink Twink (Devon, Somerset
& Shropshire)
Chink Chaffey (Hampshire)
Shelfie (Scotland)
Lesser Pettychaps
Red-legged Crow
Water Ouzel
Plover’s Page (Scotland)
Blue Dunnock (Gloucestershire)
Bush Sparrow (Stirling)
Hedge Spick (Sussex)
Hedge Spurgie (Aberdeen)
Hedge Chanter (Yorkshire)
Molly-mawk (Orkney)
Gooldspink (Scotland)
The Seven Coloured Finch
(Devon)
King Harry Redcap (Shropshire)
Gool French and Gold Spink
(Devon)
Lady with the Twelve Flounces
(Shropshire)
Green Linnet (Scotland,
Lancashire, Norfolk)
Greenbull (Lancashire)
Greenick (Northumberland)
Green Olf (Norfolk)

Local names for birds
- Robin			
			
			
			
- Skylark			
- Snipe			
- Sparrow		
			
			
			
- Starling		
			
			
			
- Swift			
- Thrush			
			
			
			
			
			
- Wagtail		
			
			
			
			
- White-tailed Eagle
			
-Wren			
			
			
			
			
			

Reddock (Dorset)		
Bob Robin (Stirling)
Ploughman’s Bird (Yorkshire)
Bob (Nottinghamshire)
Laverock (Scotland)
Heather Bleater (Scotland)
Sprugie (Aberdeen)
Grey Spadger (Antrim)
Sproug (Caithness)
Craff (Northumberland)
Sheep Stare (Somerset)
Starn (Shetland)
Black Steer (Worcestershire)
Shepster & Sheppie (Cheshire)
Devil Bird
Drush (Dorset)
Drish (Somerset)
Grey Bird (Sussex, Devon & Cornwall)
Mavis (East Anglia, Scotland & Ireland)
Mavie (Scotland)
Mavis Throstle
Ditchwatcher (Surrey)
Nannie Wagtail (Nottinghamshire)
Lady Wagtail (Somerset)
Dishwasher (Sussex and Shropshire)
Willie Wagtail (Devon and Orkney)
Erne (Orkney, Shetland)
Sea Eagle
Crackey (Devon)
Our Lady’s Hen (Scotland)
Tidley Wren (Essex)
Tintie (Nottinghamshire)
Jenny Wren (the West Country)
Stumpy Toddy (Cheshire)

These are common or local names for a selection of some of the UK’s
more common or well-known birds. Sometimes the nickname is
derived clearly from the bird’s appearance or colouring (eg Blue Cap or
Blue Bonnet for a Bluetit), sometimes from its behaviour or preferred
habitat (Bush Sparrow for a Dunnock or Heather Bleater for Snipe).
Some are in very localised dialects, others more general, and some are
just downright funny!
SEE also https://www.lrwt.org.uk/sites/default/files/2020-05/OLD%20
BRITISH%20BIRD%20NAMES%20PDF.pdf

Yaffle
Martlet
Jay Pie
Pie
Sea Parrot
Corbie
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Bird Song

It’s easy to take bird song for granted as it something we hear every
day, whether the musical notes of a songbird or the more squawky
call of a Seagull. Bird song tends to be either for attracting a mate
or to defend a territory (eg Blackbirds, Starlings or Doves). Bird
calls are more likely to be a warning of approaching danger (eg a
Blackbird makes a sort of ‘chuck chuck’ noise when it’s unhappy,
and this is often a clue to look for a well hidden chick in the undergrowth), a young bird or breeding female begging for food, or
chattering calls within a flock of birds (eg Goldfinches).
Goldfinch © David Morris

Herring Gull

The start of the breeding season marks a particularly tuneful time
of year with many male birds singing from first light (around 3am
onwards), creating the so-called ‘dawn chorus’. An ‘evening chorus’
also takes place as light starts to fade. As the breeding sesason
passes, this musical activity lessens which helps to explain why we
hear less bird song at dawn and dusk as the year progresses.
Certain birds, like the Robin, by contrast are more musical in the
winter - they are often what is heard singing on cold, wintry days.
A summery call heard on warm evenings when there are plenty of
insects flying is the ‘scream’ of Swifts as they race around the skies
catching them. A more chattery noise is made by Swallows who
tend not to fly as high as swifts, but like them, can be seen flying
fast in small groups, catching insects.
Over Fife skies we are fortunate in being able to see quite a
selection of raptors, from the hovering Kestrel to the soaring
Buzzard. These are the most common, although sitings of White
Tailed Sea Eagles and Ospreys are also reported. If your garden is
visited by the fast moving (and impressively agile when it comes to
plucking its prey!) Sparrowhawk, it is a sign that you are supporting a healthy small bird population. Despite their size, these birds
tend to make a ‘kee kee kee’ noise when they’re high in the sky. It’s
often a clue to their presence and can help you spot them when
they’re really quite far away.

Song Thrush

Yellowhammer

Birds’ songs can be difficult to identify and some mnemonics are
used to help describe the sounds and rhythyms. An easy one is a
Chiffchaff (found mostly in countryside) whose song is ‘chiff-chaff,
chiff-chaff’! Another countryside bird, a Yellowhammer or Scotch
Canary, has been described as saying ‘little bit of bread and no
cheese’. Lapwings which are seen over fields as well as by the coast
say ‘pee-wit, wit, wit-eeze, wit’ (hence their common name
‘Peewit’). In the garden, Dunnocks most common tune is ‘tseep’
with added trills in Spring. Blackbirds and Thrushes both have
beautiful and complex songs and it’s not uncommon to hear them
both together. The Thrush tends to repeat a phrase 2 or 3 times
and has a high, fluty tune. Blackbirds, and even more so, Starlings,
are good imitators and phrases from car alarms or mobile phone
rings can even be identified in some of their songs! All bird songs
or calls have a purpose biologically for the bird, but what a dull
world it would be for us without them.
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How to make a simple bird feeding station

Feeding birds is a worthwhile activity for a variety of
reasons. To start with, many birds struggle to find enough
food, particularly in the winter, and if the weather is cold and
wet during their breeding season in Spring, the knock-on
effect of low food supplies can be very serious for bird
populations as a whole.
By putting up a selection of bird feeders in the same place,
pupils will get a good idea of what kinds of birds inhabit their
local area. It’s a great way to set up a simple study activity noting down who visits which feeders. Surprise visitors can
also sometimes appear - if winds bring in unusual migrating
birds, for instance - so it’s always worthwhile checking
regularly to see who’s there.
Position is important. Birds won’t visit a bird-feeder if they
feel it’s unsafe: make sure your feeders are hung high enough
off the ground to be safe from predators like cats. On or
beside a hedge is always a good idea as the leafy growth
provides cover for the birds and also perches for when they’re
waiting their turn on the feeders. Another idea is to add a
couple of extra holes to the plastic bottle, in order to poke
through a wooden stick or old spoon. These will then act as
perches for the birds. Some seed is bound to fall out and that
can be eaten by ground feeding birds like blackbirds.
In order to provide a variety of food, try putting out several
plastic bottle feeders (old water bottles will do for this),
partially filled with wild bird seed mix, and make several
yoghurt pot ‘fat ball’ mixes (with lard, raisins, nuts etc, all
squished together into a yoghurt pot). It might not look very
appetising to us, but to hungry birds it means high energy.
Some recipes suggest using beef dripping rather than lard,
and actually melting it first before adding the extra
ingredients. But provided the lard is mixed with a good
variety of things and pushed well into the plastic pot (and not
hung in a spot that gets strong, hot sunshine - it could melt
otherwise!), it should work.
Children with nut allergies should be given the task of
finding a suitable spot for locating the feeding station rather
than handling the nutty mixtures.
For full details on how to construct a bird feeder from a
bottle or a yoghurt pot feeder, look no further than the
RSPB’s website - SEE https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/for-kids/games-and-activities/activities/make-a-recycledbird-feeder and https://www.rspb.org.uk/fun-and-learning/
for-kids/games-and-activities/activities/make-a-speedy-birdcake
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How to make a simple weather station

The study of weather is critical to our understanding of all
biological systems in the world. It underpins so much of what
happens in nature. By monitoring what happens in our local
area, we can begin to see patterns (of rainfall, sunshine/
temperature and wind) and then match them to what is
happening to plants and wildlife around us - how do changes
in the one affect the other?

Rain gauge

Ping-pong ball anemometer

A fun weather vane, attached to a short string
and then a pole, can also be made in order to tell
which direction the wind is blowing from (or if
there is any wind at all).

Over the last 50 years or so, the world generally has seen
massive shifts in weather patterns with resultant great
changes in earth’s delicate natural balance. The seas may
only have warmed up by a single degree - doesn’t sound
much to us - but it can prevent sand eels breeding in our
oceans, for example, and that has had a detrimental affect on
some of our seabird populations. With the loss of rich
habitation (from the rainforests of South America to Africa
and even our own native woodlands and meadows) caused
partly by an ever growing world population, wildlife generally
has never been under such pressure to simply survive. We
need only look closer to home - our weather in Scotland is
following a different pattern now to what it was 30 years ago to realise the imporance of weather.
To create a simple weather station, you need to create a
means of measuring 3 things - rainfall, temperature and wind
speed. A 2 litre plastic drinks’ bottle can be used to make a
rain gauge. It needs to be partially buried in an open area
away from trees, and most importantly, measurements taken
from it at the same time every day. This enables more
accurate comparisons to be made from day to day, week to
week etc. SEE https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/weather/learnabout/met-office-for-schools/other-content/other-resources/
weather-station/index
A simple thermometer is required to take daily temperature
readings. It should be fitted into a box painted white inside
in a relatively shady area - SEE https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/
weather/learn-about/met-office-for-schools/other-content/
other-resources/weather-station/rain-gauge. Like the rain
gauge, readings should be noted down at the same time
every day.
Finally to make a gauge for measuring wind speed
(anemometer), a simple reading can be taken by using a pingpong ball, protractor and stick on spirit-level plus a few bits
and pieces. Again note measurements daily. Altogether, by
measuring these things, pupils can build up a picture quite
quickly of what’s happening with the local weather.
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Stories, poems, & songs relating
to the sea

Many writings to do with the sea either relate to
different ways of making a living from it (smuggling,
fishing, sailing etc) or create mythical descriptions of it
to explain its mysteries. One of these is the myth
relating to ‘selkies’ or seal people. These creatures
have transformative powers, being able to appear
human on land by temporarily shedding their skins, or
as seals back in the water. There are various versions
of the selkie myth - usually ending in disaster! It is
thought the name originated in the Orkney/Shetland
area where there have long been large populations of
seals:

The Great Selkie o’ Suleskerry by Sigurd Towrie

Sea Fever by John Masefield

I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by;
And the wheel’s kick and the wind’s song and the white sail’s shaking,
And a gray mist on the sea’s face, and a gray dawn breaking.
I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied;
And all I ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying,
And the flung spray and the blown spume, and the sea-gulls crying.
I must go down to the seas again, to the vagrant gypsy life,
To the gull’s way and the whale’s way, where the wind’s like a whetted
knife;
And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow-rover,
And quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the long trick’s over.

I heard a mother lull her bairn,
and aye she rocked, and aye she sang.
She took so hard upon the verse
that the heart within her body rang.

Like many poems written about the sea, this poem by John Masefield has
a strong rhythm with cleverly chosen words that aptly describe the sounds
of the sea and its appearance.

“O, cradle row, and cradle go,
and aye sleep well, my bairn within;
I ken not who thy father is,
nor yet the land that he dwells in.”

Cargoes by John Masefield

And up then spake a grey selchie
as aye he woke her from her sleep,
“I’ll tell where thy bairn’s father is:
he’s sittin’ close by thy bed feet.
“I am a man upon the land;
I am a selchie on the sea,
and when I’m far frae ev’ry strand,
my dwelling is in Sule Skerry.
“And foster well my wee young son,
aye for a twal’month and a day,
and when that twal’month’s fairly done,
I’ll come and pay the nourice fee.”
And when that weary twal’month gaed,
he’s come tae pay the nourice fee;
he had ae coffer fu’ o’ gowd,
and anither fu’ o’the white money.
“Upon the skerry is thy son;
upon the skerry lieth he.
Sin thou would see thine ain young son,
now is the time tae speak wi’ he.”

Quinquireme of Nineveh from distant Ophir,
Rowing home to haven in sunny Palestine,
With a cargo of ivory,
And apes and peacocks,
Sandalwood, cedarwood, and sweet white wine.
Stately Spanish galleon coming from the Isthmus,
Dipping through the Tropics by the palm-green shores,
With a cargo of diamonds,
Emeralds, amythysts,
Topazes, and cinnamon, and gold moidores.
Dirty British coaster with a salt-caked smoke stack,
Butting through the Channel in the mad March days,
With a cargo of Tyne coal,
Road-rails, pig-lead,
Firewood, iron-ware, and cheap tin trays.
This poem is all about different forms of sea tranport and their cargoes
- from the classical world of quinquiremes (multi-oared ships used from
the 4th century BC), to the rich Spanish trade of the New World (South
America), and ending with the industrial cargo of the Victorian era. Read
it out loud to get a good feel for the rhythm his language produces - each
verse perfectly relating to the ship they describe.

Models of
quinquiremes,
Museum für Antike
Schiffahrt, Mainz,
Germany

“But how shall I my young son know
when thou ha’ ta’en him far frae me?”
“The one who wears the chain o’ gowd,
`mang a’ the selchies shall be he.
“And thou will get a hunter good,
and a richt fine hunter I’m sure he’ll be;
and the first ae shot that e’er he shoots
will kill baith my young son and me.”
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The Smugglers by Rudyard Kipling

IF you wake at midnight, and hear a horse’s feet,
Don’t go drawing back the blind, or looking in the street,
Them that ask no questions isn’t told a lie.
Watch the wall my darling while the Gentlemen go by.
Five and twenty ponies,
Trotting through the dark Brandy for the Parson, ‘Baccy for the Clerk.
Laces for a lady; letters for a spy,
Watch the wall my darling while the Gentlemen go by!

Bound for the Rio Grande (traditional)
I’ll sing you a song of the fish of the sea,
Way, Rio!
I’ll sing you a song of the fish of the sea,
And we’re bound for the Rio Grande!
Then away, love, away,
Way, Rio!
So fare ye well, my pretty young gal,
We are bound for the Rio Grande!
It’s goodbye to Sally and goodbye to Sue,
Way, Rio!
And you who are listening goodbye to you,
For we’re bound for the Rio Grande!

Running round the woodlump if you chance to find
Little barrels, roped and tarred, all full of brandy-wine,
Don’t you shout to come and look, nor use ‘em for your play.
Put the brishwood back again - and they’ll be gone next day ! So man the good capstan and run it around,
Way, Rio!
We’ll heave up the anchor to this jolly sound,
If you see the stable-door setting open wide;
For we’re bound for the Rio Grande!
If you see a tired horse lying down inside;
If your mother mends a coat cut about and tore;
If the lining’s wet and warm - don’t you ask no more !

Then away, love, away,
Way, Rio!
So fare ye well, my pretty young gal,
We are bound for the Rio Grande!

If you meet King George’s men, dressed in blue and red,
You be careful what you say, and mindful what is said.
If they call you “ pretty maid,” and chuck you ‘neath the chin, Our ship went a-sailing out over the bar,
Don’t you tell where no one is, nor yet where no one’s been ! Way, Rio!
We pointed her nose for the southeren star,
Knocks and footsteps round the house - whistles after dark - For we’re bound for the Rio Grande!
You’ve no call for running out till the house-dogs bark.
Trusty’s here, and Pincher’s here, and see how dumb they lie Then away, love, away,
Way, Rio!
They don’t fret to follow when the Gentlemen go by !
So fare ye well, my pretty young gal,
We are bound for the Rio Grande!
‘If You do as you’ve been told, ‘likely there’s a chance,
You’ll be give a dainty doll, all the way from France,
The anchor is weighed and the sails they are set,
With a cap of Valenciennes, and a velvet hood Way, Rio!
A present from the Gentlemen, along ‘o being good !
The maids that we’re leaving we’ll never forget,
For we’re bound for the Rio Grande!
Five and twenty ponies,
Trotting through the dark Brandy for the Parson, ‘Baccy for the Clerk.
Them that asks no questions isn’t told a lie Watch the wall my darling while the Gentlemen go by !

Then away, love, away,
Way, Rio!
So fare ye well, my pretty young gal,
We are bound for the Rio Grande!

Of course, not all the trade that went on at sea was
legitimate! From at least the 18th century, taxes on
imported luxury goods like the brandy, lace and velvet described in Rudyard Kipling’s poem meant that
a very healthy illegal trade was carried out in coastal
regions - including Fife’s - to bring these goods in
‘tax-free’. For many local people living in coastal
areas, smuggling was viewed as just another way of
making a living, but as is hinted in the poem, it could
also be dangerous for those connected to it - directly
or indirectly.

Molly Malone (traditional)

Sea shanties (from the
French word ‘chanter’,
meaning ‘to sing’) were
examples of work songs.
These were created
by people doing hard,
repetitive physical work
which benefitted from
being done rhythmically.
Another example would
be the Gaelic ‘waulking’
songs from the
Scottish Highlands - sung
by women ‘waulking’
the cloth (beating the
newly woven tweed
on a table to soften it).
Sea shanties were used
in sailing ships to help
sailors put up and lower
sails, ‘swab’ the decks
(wash them down), etc,
and often referred to the
distances they travelled.

In Dublin’s fair city where the girls are so pretty
I first set me eyes on sweet Molly Malone
She wheeled her wheelbarrow through streets broad and narrow
Calling “Cockles and Mussels - Alive, alive-Oh!”
Alive, alive-Oh! Alive, alive-Oh!
Calling “Cockles and Mussels - Alive, alive-Oh!
She was a fishmonger and sure ‘twas no wonder
For so were her mother and father before
T hey each wheeled their barrow down streets broad and narrow
Calling “Cockles and Mussels - Alive, alive-Oh!
Alive, alive-Oh! Alive, alive-Oh!
Calling “Cockles and Mussels - Alive, alive-Oh!
Alive, alive-Oh! Alive, alive-Oh!
Calling “Cockles and Mussels - Alive, alive-Oh!

Fisherwives, women carrying and selling fresh catches of fish and seafood,
would have also been common sights down the east coast of Scotland.
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Food Miles

The notion of ‘food miles’ was a phrase coined in the 1990s to describe
the length of travel - and therefore potential greenhouse gas emissions
caused by that travel - of getting food produced far away to its
consumers. By calculating the number of miles certain foodstuffs
travelled and by which kind of transport, it was thought possible to
work out what its carbon emissions were. This is still a valid way of
working out an important part of the impact we as humans have on
the earth and to see how sustainable our lifestyles are. There are
various online calculators available to work out food miles SEE https://www.foodmiles.com/food/calculator. You need to check
food packaging or labels to find its country of origin and this is
obviously more complicated for readymade foodstuffs which may be a
produce of more than one country of origin.
https://www.foodsystemprimer.org/food-production/
food-and-climate-change/

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/comparingthe-carbon-footprint-of-transportation-options/

https://sustainabletravel.org/issues/carbon-footprint-tourism/

The true effect of food miles goes deeper than just working out
methods of transportation. Nowadays, it’s agreed that a broader
picture needs to be considered in terms of looking at food production:
does the production have an environmental impact (eg are pesticides
used? Was any land taken away from forestation and turned over
to crop production? Were crops originally grown for a local market
but are now sold abroad, causing local food shortages? Are children
employed in food production and is this wrong?); on the other hand if
the food is produced using Fair Trade, should more developed
countries like ours not support it, even if it is further away? There
isn’t a simple answer.
In the last 20 years there has been a growth in consumer interest in
buying and eating locally grown produce. Farm shops and farmers’
markets are now a relatively common sight across the country and
more people are interested in trying to eat more sustainably. In the
mid-1990s, Via Campesina, a group of diverse people connected in
some way to producing food, coined the phrase ‘food sovereignty’,
and devised 7 principles as a basic framework for food production and
consumption across the world: Food: a basic human right; agrarian
reform; protecting resources; re-organising food trade; ending the
globalisation of hunger; social peace; democratic control. The aim
was to try and move away food production from being controlled by
international market forces and give back power to local growers and
farmers. The Slow Food Movement (https://www.slowmovement.
com/slow_food.php) also wanted to make people think more about
what and how they ate. We also talk about ‘Food Poverty’ nowadays.
In Fife, the Fife Diet (http://www.fifediet.co.uk) was a ‘consumer
network of people passionate about local food’ who actively promote
growing, buying and eating locally produced food as much as possible. Recyling Lives (https://www.recyclinglives.org/our-programmes/
tackling-food-poverty/) redistributes surplus stock from supermarkets
and suppliers to charities and community groups. Sustain (the
alliance for better food and farming - http://www.sustainweb.org/)
campaigns for a healthy and sustainable food system. By encouraging
people to be interested in where their food comes from and consciously thinking about what they eat, the population would become more
healthy overall. Diet in the West has never been poorer - too much fat
and salt and just too much - has caused obesity to rise alarmingly. By
following even some of the 7 principles for food sovereignty, we could
redress that balance.
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Seasonal produce

With food being produced all over the world and with supermarkets sprouting up everywhere offering it to you, it’s not
difficult to get into the mind-set that you can eat whatever
you want, whenever you want. But if you eat food that’s not
in season locally, the chances are it’s already loaded with food
miles and probably is less nutritious because of it’s travelling
and storage.
http://www.newburghorchards.org.uk/index.html
Many towns in Scotland had orchards and the
Carse of Gowrie near Dundee was renowned for
the variety of fruit produced there. Development
has caused most of these to disappear, but in
Newburgh they are starting to be cherished again.

In the past, all food was eaten seasonally. People understood
better the rhythms of the land and cooked accordingly. Food
was carefully stored where possible to last into the depths of
the winter and early spring before the growing season began
again, and every bit of it was used to its fullest. By
comparison, modern people tend to be wasteful and take an
abundance of food for granted.

Early, forced rhubarb - ie grown under a terracotta
pot or in a shed where light is kept out. Its stalks
tend to be pink rather than red and is leaves
yellowy - but it tastes delicious!

Eating seasonally is linked to buying locally - from farmer’s
markets or farmshops, or buying UK/Scottish produce in the
supermarket instead of something imported from far away. In
Fife as elsewhere, the use of polytunnels has revolutionised
soft fruit production, extending its season from late Spring
to late Summer. Summer is typically a time of abundance for
many early vegetables which continue until the Autumn. In
late Summer and Autumn, fruit like plums, apples and pears
become ripe, as do tuberous vegetables like potatoes, carrots
and turnips. In fact, brussel sprouts actually need the colder
weather in order to develop properly (one of the reasons we
traditionally eat them at Christmas). Carrots can be kept in
the ground covered in straw and will last that way for months.
Similarly, onions and challots will keep a long time if dried
carefully after collecting, as will fruit like apples and pears.
To preserve the life of soft fruits like rhubarb, blackcurrants,
raspberries or plums, they can be frozen or bottled.

Often pulled out as an invasive weed, brambles (or
blackberries) actually produce juicy fruit come late
summer. Gleaning - the art of picking food from the
countryside (wild berries, nuts, funghi, etc) - was
once a staple part of life and an important
supplement to a person’s diet. While it may not be
so important in that way now, we can still enjoy a
taste of nature’s bounty from the hedgerows with
some judicious searching.

What this shows is that a seasonal diet does not have to be
boring and repetitive, and can be highly nutritious. For a seasonal calendar (produced by the what’s on your plate
campaign, run by the National Farmers’ Union),
SEE https://www.nfuonline.com/archive?treeid=144445.
For information on food waste,
SEE https://www.lovefoodhatewaste.com/why-save-food.
For tips and recipes on what to eat and when,
SEE https://eatseasonably.co.uk/.
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SEE www.bbc.co.uk/gardening/basics/
techniques/organic_meadow1.shtml;
https://www.rspb.org.uk/get-involved/
activities/nature-on-your-doorstep/gardenactivities/create-a-wildflower-meadow/
Creating a wildflower meadow
Developing a wildflower meadow/area can
be extremely rewarding. The diversity of
plants and flowers plus the wildlife it attracts
i.e. insects and birds make it an interesting
area to study.
A wildflower meadow requires poor
quality soil. The reason for this is that
wildflowers needs impoverished soil to keep
more rampant plants at bay. The selected
area will need to be prepared by removing
the fertile top soil to depth of 5 to 10cms.
When deciding what plants and
flowers to grow it is a good idea to look
around the local area to see what grows
naturally in the wild.
The plant selection will depend on the type
of soil in the area. A mix of bent and fescue
grasses work best; try to use local seed if
possible.
Ox-eye daisy, Yarrow, Bugle, Selfheal, Goat’s
Beard, Cuckoo Flower, Yellow Rettle,
Meadow Buttercup, Agrimony, Betony,
Birds-foot Trefoil, Perforated St. John’s Wort,
Red Clover and Poppies do well on most
soils.
Salad Burnet, Meadow Cranesbill, Cowslip
and Wild Carrot prefer limey, less fertile soil.

Resources
How to create a wildflower meadow

Wildflower meadows have declined over the last 100 years
due to extensive farming. Production of crops for both animal
food and human consumption has meant that vast areas have
been cleared and little space has been left for native plants to
grow wild. It is estimated that Britain has lost 95% of its
wildflower meadows and many are still under threat.
Today wildflowers tend to survive in areas such as old railway
lines, alongside country roads and rivers or former wartime
fields which are unmanaged and left to grow wild allowing
flowers to re-establish.
Wildflower meadows are important because they are a
diverse habitat for wildlife and contain a vast variety of plants
and flowers. They are a natural home to numerous species
of butterflies, bees, grasshoppers, invertebrate and birds,
many of which are under threat. Many species need certain
plants to survive, for example: the common blue butterfly lays
its eggs on bird’s-foot trefoil and the caterpillar of the small
copper butterfly feed only on common sorrel. They provide
pollen-rich plants and flowers containing nectar favoured
by bumblebees which are important pollinators and are in
decline.
Wildflower meadows can also give us clues to the past; for
example cowslips and ox-eye daisies are signals of an ancient
pasture.
Different wildflowers grow in different places, according to
the nature of the ground. Perennial meadows (where the
plants live for more than 2 years) thrive best on poor soil;
annual meadows (where the plants only live a year) grow on
richer soil (eg poppies, cornflowers, corncockles and corn
marigolds - the kind of flowers that used to grow in
cornfields - see picture below).

Lady’s Bedstraw, Field Scabious and Black
Knapweed like well drained soil.
It is best to sow in early spring or autumn
(some seeds need the cold winter months to
break their built-in dormancy). Cut to 10cms
in Autumn.
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